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1. INTRODUCTION 

NMR provides a dynamic and non-destructive probe of the chemical 

environment. In particular, in a solid or semi-solid where anisotropic 

interactions such as the chemical shift are retained, many nuclei 

other than protons can give valuable information about the structure 

and motion of molecules. However, the NMR si gna1 s from· nucl ei 

other than protons are extremely weak for a variety of reasons, 

i ncl udi ng: 

i) low natural abundance 

ii) small gyranagnetic ratio 

iii) long spin-lattice relaxation times 

iv) in the solid state, the presence of large dipole-dipole 

interactions and the existence of a quadrapo1e interaction which may 

daninate the NMR spectrum and mask chemical shift information. 

Various schemes can be used to increase the sensitivity of these 

other nuclei: 

i) use of large magnetic fields 

ii) improvement of rf hardwa~e and signal averaging 

iii) for the .case of dilute spins in solids, use of double 

resonance techniques, in particular, the proton enchanced nuclear 

induction spectroscopy (PENIS) experiment, in combination with 

decoupling techniques. 

Acombination of the above three schemes is becoming more 

prevalent in the study of dilute spins in solids. In the PENIS 

experiment an improvement in signal to noise is accomplished by 
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transferring the abundant proton polarization to the dilute spins. The 

intensity of the dilute spin signal is then 

polarization of the abundant proton spins. 

1 imited by the 

The objective of this work has been to create large polarizations 

of the dilute 13C nuclei in the solid state. The idea was to create 

IH polarizations larger than Boltzmann and to use the PENIS cross 

polarization technique to then transfer this large polarization to the 

13C spin system. 

Optical Nuclear Polarization (ONP) appeared to be an attractive 

method to create large non-Boltzmann proton polarizations simply and 

rapidly. Normal Boltzmann polarizations are on the order of .005~e 

In single crystals of fluorene doped with acridine, proton 

polarizations on the order of .1~ have been reported [1,2]. Such 

polarizations are equivalent to the sample sitting in a magnetic field 

of approximately 3 MGauss.. Magnetic fields strengths readily 

avaliable in the laboratory today are aproximately 65 kGauss. The 

polarization is approximately three· orders of magnitude larger than 

could be conventionally obtained. Additionally, protons in fluorene 

could be polarized in a time much less than TI , the spin lattice 

relaxation time. The ONP polarization time is determined by the 

illumination time. which is on the order of 1 minute, rather than 

which is on the order of 30 minutes. 

ONP of acridine-doped fluorene single crystals has been studied 

here. In addition, ONP of powdered samples of the acridine-doped 

fluorene has been studied. In general, many compounds do not 

crystallize easily or do not form large crystals suitable for NMR 

experiments. Powdered, amorphous and randomly dispersed samples are 

.;0"\:. 

II 
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generally far more readily avaliable than single crystals. One 

objective of this work has been to (first) create large 1H 

polarizations. Although large optical proton polarizations in single 

crystals have been reported previously [1,2], optically generated 

polarizations in powdered samples have not been reported. For these 

reasons, ONP studies of powdered samples of the acridine-doped 

fl uorene were "al so undertaken. 

Using ONP in combination with the PENIS experiment, large 13e 
polarizations have been created influotene single crystals. These 

large 13e polarizations have permitted the determination of the seven 

incongruent chemical shielding tensors of the fluorene molecule. 

Part 2 of this thesis describes the PENIS experiment. Part 3 

describes the ONP experiment. Part 4 is a description of the 

experimental set-up_ Part 5 describes the data analysis for the 

determination of the chemical shielding tensors. Part 6 presents the 

results of the ONP experiments performed in this work and the chemical 

shielding tensors determined. 

".' 
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2. Proton Enhanced Nuclear Induction Spectroscopy 

In the proton~enhanced nuclear induction spectroscopy (PENIS) 

experiment, spin order of an abundant spin species, such as protons, 

is transferred to a dilute spin system such as I3C, resulting in I3C 

magnetization greater than Boltzmann. The PENIS experiment has been 

described by many authors; for'example, see Pines, Gibby, Waugh [3J 

and Mehring [4J. A general description is included here. 

2eI Background 

The concept of spin temperature is important for an understanding 

of the PENIS experiment. It can be stated as follows: a spin system, 

I, isolated from the lattice and subjected to spin-spin interactions, 

proceeds toward a state of internal equilibrium such that the 

population of the spin energy levels is given by an exponential 

distribution N(Ei)«exp(-eEi). e = l/kTs is the inverse spin 

temperature Ts of the system. If the population distribution is the 

Boltzmann distribution, Ts is the lattice temperature. 

The density matri x p of the spi n system descri bed by the 

Hamiltonian H is defined as 

p = exp(-eH)/Tr(exp(-eH)) 2. 1 

Generally, for T »1 degtee K, Ei is less than kT for all energy 

levels of the spin system. Hencep can be well approximated by 

2.2 
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where 

Z = Tr(l) = (2I+I)N is the partition function 

N is the number of I spins in the sample. 

5 

If a large external magnetic field, Ho, is applied to the spin 

system along the coordinate z axis, the Hamiltonian becomes 

H = -yhHo. I = -yhHoIz 2.3 

where y is the gyromagnetic ratio of the I spin and h is Planck's 

constant. 

The magnetization and energy of the system are· 

Mi = lIZ hYTr(PI i ) =B C Ho 

E = - Tr(PH) = ~B C Ho 2 

2.4 

2.5 

Consider a two spin system consisting of an abundant I spin 

system and a di 1 ute S spi n system. Both spins are immersed in a 

large external magnetic field, Ho. Let the Larmor resonance 

frequency of the I spins in the field be woI=hYIHO, and the Larmor 

resonance frequency of the S spins, woS=hYSHO. Two strong rf fields 

of amplitude HlI and HIS are applied at the resonance frequencies 

1£101 and woS of the I and S spin systems. The rf fields are ap·plied 

in the xy plane perpendicular to the constant field Ho. The full 

Hami 1 toni an is 
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where 

Hz is the nuclear Zeeman interaction of both the I and S spins 

Hdii is the dipolar interactions between I spins 

Hdis is the dipolar interactions between the I andSspins 

Hrfis the interaction of the spin system with the rf fields 

(scalar couplings have been ignored since Hscalar«Hdii,Hdis). 

For Hollz 

Hz = -hwoIIz - hwoSSz 
2 . 2 3 

Hdii= YI Ii ,j(I i ·Ij (1-3 cos air ij) - 3I iz Ijz ) 

HdiS= YIYSI i ,j(I;oSj(1-3 cos2a/r3ij) ~ 3I izSjz ) 

Hrf =HlI(IxcoswOIt + IysinwOIt) + HlS(Sxcoswost + Sysinwost) 

where 

6 

a .. is the angle between the magnetic field vector and the vector 
1J 

joining the two spins i and j, and 

rijiS the distance betw.een the two pairwise coupled spins. 

In the doubly rotating frame, the effects of the large magnetic 

field, Ho, can· be eliminated. The operator R which transfonns the 

system from the stationary laboratory frame to this doubly rotating 

frame is given by 

2.7 

where wI and Ws are the frequencies of the rotating frames. If wI=woI 

and wS=WoS in this new frame the Hamiltonian becomes 
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This is the Hamiltonian ·of the PENIS experiment which will be used 

later in this section. 

2.2 Description of PENIS experiment 

The PENIS experiment proceeds through 5 major steps: 

i) the I spins are polarized 

ii) the I spins are cooled 

iii) the I and S spins are brought into contact. and order 

transferred fran the I spi ns to the S spi ns 

iv) S spins are detected while decoupled from the I spins 

v) parts (iii) and (iv) are repeated until the I spin 

magnetization is depleted. 

In this experiment, the abundant I spins are the protons and the 

dil ute S spi ns are the 13C in fl uorene. 

i) polarize I spins 

In most cross polarization experiments, the I spins are polarized 

by placing the sample in a large external magnetic field Ho and 

waiting a time > T1, the spin lattice relaxation time. In the 

experiment described in this thesis, the I spins are polarized 

optically. 

When the I spins are polarized the density matrix of the system 

is 

p = 1-6 I H 2 9 z . 

Only Hz enters the above equation because Hz » Hdii and Hrf=O. The 
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S spins are assumed to be unpolarized at this stage, so that their 

inverse spin temperature is O. When the I spins are placed in a large 

magnetic field Ho and are allowed to equilibrate, the spin temperature 

defined by the population difference of the abundant spin system 

equals alat , the inverse lattice temperature, of the I spin system. 

The normal Boltzmann magnetization Mol and energy E are 

Mol ="alat CI Ho 2.10 

E = -Blat CI H02 2.11 

In the ONP experiment, the I spins are not in thermal equil ibri um 

with the lattice and Bonp' the inverse spin temperature of the 

system, does not equal alate An effective magnetic field H' can be 

defined as that magnetic field which would give rise to the actual I 

spin polarization at the lattice 

magnetization in this case is given by 

temperatu re. 

In the ONP experiment, Bonp » alat and therefore Ho « HI. 

ii) cool I spins 

The actual 

2.12 

The I spins can be' cooled in a variety of ways. The I spins in 

these experiments are cooled by spin locking the magnetization 

(equation [2.12J) along HlI in the rotating frame. (The remaining 

discussion is limited to this case.) This is accomplished by first 

applying a 90 degree pulse to rotate the magnetization into the xy 

plane, followed immediately by a long pulse phase shifted by 90 

degrees from the first pulse. The spin locking preserves the original 
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magnetic ordering along a rotating frame field much smaller than Ho. 

This results in an effective cooling of the I spins [5J. 

The Hamiltonian of the system is given by equation [2.8J, with 

HII » Hdii , Hdis • 

Let the inverse spin temperature of the system at this point be 

Bi • Neglecting Hdii,Hdis' the density matrix, magnetization and 

energy in the rotating frame become 

2.13 

2.14 

2.15 

2.16 

iii) bring I and S spins into contact 

The S spins are brought into contact with the I spins by applying 

a secondrf fi el d at the S spi ns resonant frequency. Two cases ari se 

for the amplitude of this rf field: 

1) matched Hartman-Hahn condition [6J: 

i.e., the amplitude HIS of the S spin rf field is chosen such that in 

the rotating frame, the energy difference· of the S spin system is 

equal to the energy difference of the I spin system 

or 

2) unmatched Hartman-Hahn condition [3J: 

2.17(b) 
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Only if the time constant of the energy transfer TIS < TIp' the 

rotating frame relaxation time, can the energy exchange be 

considerable. TIS is a function of the coupling between the I and S 

spi ns and the mi smatch pa.ramter, 

values of a [3,4,7]. 

a· , TIS increases with increasing 

If the Hartman-Hahn condition is satisfied (a=l), rapid energy 

transfer occurs between the I and S spins since energy conserving 

mutual spin flips are possible. The heat capacity of the S spins, 

CSH1S2 is small and the heat capacity of the I spins, CIH112, large. 

Energy flows rapidly from the S spin system to . the I spin system 

until a common spin temperature is established. A cooling of the S 

spi ns occurs, at the expense of a small heating of the I spi ns. 

If the Hartman-Hahn condition is not satisfied (a»l), the heat 

capacity of the S spins is large (since HIS is large) and a large 

cooling of the S spins occurs, with a concOOlitant 1a.rge heating of the 

I spins. However, TIS can become very long. If TIS exceeds TIp' 

effective energy transfer is not possible. 

The Hamiltonian, Hr , is given by equation [2.8]. Let the final 

inverse spin temperature be Sf. The density matrix and energy after 

the spin temperatures have equalized are given by 

2.18 

2.19 

Assuming conservation of energy, Ei = Ef , and YSH1S = a YIH11 

2.20 

1"', 
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or 

= (1 + a2[NsS(S+1)]/[NiI(I+1)])-1 

let e = [NsS(S+1)]/[NiI(I+1)] 

Therefore, after one contact, 

Ms = Bf Cs HIS 

= Bf Cs a (lI/1S) H1I 
. . 2 = Bi Cs (lI/1S) [a/(l+a e)] H1I 

= Blat Cs (lI/1S) [a/(l+a2e )] HI 

= (lI/1S) [a/(1+a2e)] (HI/Ho) MoS 

MoS is the nonnalBoltzmann magnetization of the S spins. 

magnetization after one contact is thus 

11 

2.21 

2.22 

The gain in 

For 13C, S ~ 1/2 and for IH, 1= 1/2, the gain after a single matched 

Hartman-Hahn contact (e«l, a=l, [a/(1+a2e)] = 1) is 

2.23(b) 

Under unmatched Hartman-Hahn conditions, the magnetization, Ms ' is 

max ima1 when a= (e ,-1/2 and the gai n after a si ng1 e shot is 

1/2(11/15 ) (e)-1/2 HIIHo = 1/2(lI/1S) (N I /NS)1/2 (HI/Ho) 2.24(a) 

13 . . 
For C at natural abundance, (N r/Ns)=200 and equation 2.24a 
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becanes 

~30 (H' /Ho) • 2.24(b) 0 

iv) detect S spins 

The H1S field is turned off suddenly and the proton enhanced 

free induction decay of the-S spins is detected and recorded in the 

presence of the HlI proton field. The HlI field now acts as a 

decoupling field effectively removing the 13C_1H dipolar interaction 

by modulating the flip-flop rate of the I spins. For a more detailed 

account of decoupling, see descriptions by Mehring [4] and Abragham 

[8]. 

v) recontact 

If the proton reservoir is not depleted, a second (or a third, 

etc.) contact can be made and the 13C signal(s) added. 0 This is 

possible when TIS«T1p with the matched Hartman-Hahn condition, but 

generally not possible with the unmatched Hartman-Hahn condition. 

With multiple contacts and the Hartman-Hahn condition satisfied, 

the S magnetization after the kth contact is given by 

Therefore, the final magnetization is given by, 

MS=(YI/YS) (HI/Ho) MoS 

~(YI/YS) (HI/Ho) MoS 

2.25 

2.26 

If n contacts are done and the signals co-added, and assuming 

"eO 

w' 
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I k- 1 (l_£)k = 1/2£ - ,n 2.28 

The gain (in signal to noise) at the end of the nth contact (again, 

with n£=l) is 

That is, the gain at the end of a multiple contact, matched Hartman

Hahn PENIS experiment is approximately equal to the gain of a one 

shot, unmatched Hartman-Hahn PENIS experiment. 

Ideally, large 13C polarizations (on the order 30 HI/Ho) can be 

obtained using either multiple contact matched Hartman-Hahn conditions 

or one-shot, unmatched Hartman-Hahn conditions. The acridine-doped 

fluorene system is ideally suited for either case: TIP is very long 

[47], on the order of a second. Approximately 1/2 of the total 1-

proton spin polarization can, in theory, be transferred to the S

carbon spins. For practical reasons (e.g.,to avoid'probeburn-out), 

a one-contact, matched Hartman-Hahn experiment was perfomed here. The 

gain in this case is (only) 4, HI/Ho; the " dominant term for gain, 

HI/Ho. large S-carbon pol ar,i zati on can: still be ,obtained bJ maki ng 

HI/Ho»l. This was accomplished by first optically polarizing the 

protons (see next section). It follows, however, with HI/Ho»l, that 

the gain for a multiple contact or a one-shot unmatched Hartman-Hahn 

experiment would be far larger. 
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3. Optical Nuclear Polarization 

Optical Nuclear Polarization (ONP) is the non-Boltzmann proton 

polarization created by illuminating the sample with light. ONP can be 

created via different mechanisms in different systems. Themechanism 

particular to the acridine-doped fluorene system is described here. 

Descriptions,of this mechanism can be also be found in papers by 

Stehlik, Hausser, et al [1,9,10] and by V. Macho in his thesis [11]. 

The essential ingredients for ONP are: 

i) an optically induced non-Boltzmann population of the excited 

electronic triplet state of the system 

ii) a static electron-nuclear hyperfine interaction, which 

creates eigenstates which are mixtures of the electronic and nuclear 

basis states of the system 

iii) a selective electronic decay scheme which produces different 

decay rates fran the various excited triplet sub states to the ground 

singlet substates of the system. 

ONP occurs when the return rates from the excited triplet 

substates to the proton Zeeman ground a and B states differ 

(a=eigenstat~ parallel to magnetic field; B=eigenstate anti-parallel 

to magnetic field). 

The ONP effect can be understood by considering a single proton 

nuclear spin, 1=1/2, 2 electron, S=I, system. In a solid all the 

proton nuclear spins are tightly coupled and rapidly come to the same 

spin temperature. The only measurable quantity is the polarization of 

the total nuclear spin reservoir which can be described by considering 

,~, 
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simply 1 proton. The simple 1 proton, 2 electron system considered 

here consists of the ground and excited electronic singlet (So and 

SI respectively) and triplet (Tx,Ty,Tz) states, each broken into 

doublets with the inclusion of the nuclear spin sub states (a,B). 

Figure 3.1 depicts the relevant transitions for this system in a 

Jablonski energy level diagram. 

A more detai 1 ed descri pti on of the ONP . effect foll Qws. Part 1 

descri bes the various rate equati ons whi ch govern the growth of 

optical nuclear polarization; part 2 detennines the population and 

decay rates of the various sublevels of the system which enter into 

the ONP rate equations; part 3 briefly disusses the selective 

population and decay rates of the excited triplet state; part 4 

discusses the mixing coefficients which are used to detennine the 

population and decay rates of part 2; part 5 briefly discusses the 

level anti-crossing phenomenon which is responsible to the large non

Boltzmann proton polarizations in acridine-doped fluorene single 

crystals. 

3.1 Rate equations 

For a nuclear spin 1=1/2 in a magnetic field Ho, the nuclear 

polarization is defined as 

3. 1 

where n1 is the population of the 1th nuclear sublevel of the 

electronic ground state (1 = aor B) The population n1 is governed by 

the rate equation, 
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3.2 

where (see figure 3.1) 

Pl is the optical pump rate out of nuclear sublevel A of the 

ground state 

kl SI is the decay rate out of the 51 l excited state to the 

sublevel l of the ground state 

kj
l is the decay rate out of the jth excited triplet state to 

sublevel l of the ground state 

Nj is the population of the jth excited triplet state 

Here and in later discussions, Greek letters refer to the nuclear spin 

states and the label j to an excited triplet eigenstate sublevel. 

Since the transitions into and out of the ground singlet and the 

exited singlet states are electronic dipole transitions, the nuclear 

quantum number lis conserved and the pump rates P). and decay rates 

kj ). are independent of nuclear sublevel l--

Pa = PB 3.3 

kSI - kSI 3 4 a - B • 

Assuming the nuclear spins are initially unpolarized, the final 

nuclear polarization is determined by the polarization created per 

triplet state and the number of triplet states. The 

growth rate is governed by the rate equati on 

Froo eqn [3.51 it can be seen that if kj 
a is not equal 

polarization 

3.5 

to kj for 
B 
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each of the jth triplet levels, a nuclear polarization can develop. 

The relative populations Nj of the triplet sublevels are governed 

by the rate equations, 

where 

A . 51 . . 
dN./dt=I,p .n ,_(kJ +kJe)N.-IW .. [(N.-N.)-{N·O-N.O)] J A J A a . J lJ 1 J 1 J 

pAj is the populating rate from the 51 Ath excited state 

n51
A is the population of the 51 Ath excited state 

3.6(a) 

wij ' the spin lattice relaxation rate, is the transition rate 

from triplet level i to triplet level j 

NjO is the Boltzmann population of the triplet level. 

For a single created triplet state, 

and equation 3.6a becomes 

3.6(b) 

3.6{c) 

Assuming the optical system is in a steady state, dNj/dt = 0, and 

a large increase in the populations of all the triplet states (Nj » 

NjO )' the solution to the population equation 3.6c is 

p. = {kj +kjo)N. + Iw .. [N.-N.] 
J a p J lJ 1 J 3.7 

which gives Nj as an impl icit function of Pj and Wij. The problem then 

reduces to determing the rate constants kj " p. and w··. 
A J lJ 

3.2 Population and deciy rates Njs,kjAS 

The·transitions from the excited triplet to the ground singlet 
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are stri ctly el ectronic transiti ons. In the absence of hyperfine 

interaction, the electronic triplet sublevels would be simply direct 

products of the electronic and the nuclear basis states (in the zero 

field basis states, they coul d be represented as [Tx, Ty, Tz ,] ® 

[(I,a]). Since the. decays fran the triplet state to the ground state 

are electronic transitions, independent of nuclear quantum number, 

kja=kj
a for all triplet sub states j when the eigenstates are products 

of the pure states; nuclear polarization does not develop. However, 

the electron-nuclear hypefine interaction mixes the, pure triplet' 

sublevels leading to eigenstates which are linear combinations of the 

pure T1, l=x,y,z. The admixture of the other states, parametarized by 

the mixing coefficients, C
j
l1 , leads to the inequality kj(l # kj

a and 

allows ONP to develop. 

The total Hamiltonian of the combined electron triplet, S=1, and 

nuclear spin system, 1=1/2, in an external magnetic field Ho is given 

by 

where 

He = Hzero + Hzeeman 

= S.De.S + bHo.g.S 

= D(Sz2 - 1/3, S2) + E(S 2 - S 2) + bHo.g.S x y 

in the principal axis system of the tensor De 

Hn = YnhHo.I 

Hhf = h I.A.S 

Hzero is the dipole-dipole interaction between the 

3.8 

2 unpai red 
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electron spins Sl and S2 which make up the triplet state; S = Sl+S2· 

De is the dipolar interaction tensor; 

Hzeeman is the electron-magnetic field interaction 

Hn is the nuclear spin-magnetic field coupling; 

Hhf is the coupling between the electron and the nuclear spin; A 

denotes the hyperfine coupling tensor. The orientation of' the 

hyperfine tensor A need not be coincident with the zero field tensor. 

In this system; A is not cOincident with the'dipolar tensor De [12]. 

The Hamiltonian is represented in matrix form in figure 3.2, with 

the zero field triplet states as the basis statese p, q, and r 

represent the direction cosines of the magnetic field with respect to 

the triplet axes defined by the orientation of the electron dipolar 

tensor De. The six eigenstates of the system are determined by 

diagona1izing this Hamiltonian. 

3.2.1 Determination ofk's 

After diagnolizing the Hamiltonian, let the eigenstates(j) be 

given by 

I j > = I cj I Tl >.) 1 • >. l=x,y,z >'=a,B. 3.10 

where the cj
l .>. are the mixing coefficients. 

If V is the coupling causing the transitions from the excited 

triplet states to the ground state So, 

kj 
>. = I<So , V I j>1 2 

= I<Sol vi I cj
l .>. Tl >'> 2 

= Ilc
j
l .>.1 21<so I vI Tl >\2 3.11 
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Figure 3.2 ONP spin Hamiltonian. 
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All dependence on.nuc1ear quantum number A is contained in the mixing 

coefficients C
j
1,A' The factor I<So I V I T1>1 2 depends only on the 

electron quantum number, l=x,y,z and can be measured by optically 

detected magnetic resonance and/or estimated if not known. 

352.2 Determination Nj'S 

The population Nj is determined by equation [3.7], reproduced 

he·re for· convenience;;. 

p. = (kj +k j )N. + Iw· .[N.-N.] 3.7 J a a J lJ 1 J 

If Vo represents sane intersystem crossing operator between the 

excited singlet state S1 and the triplet state Tl , 

3.12 

Agai n, the factorl<Tl I Vo I S1 ~2 depends only upon the el ectron 

quantum number and all the dependence on the nuclear quantum number, 

A, is contained in the mixing coefficients, cjl,A' 

The Wij'S, the triplet spin lattice relaxation rates can be 

determined as sums of the Tl-dependent matrix el ements times A

dependent mixing coefficients in a manner analogous to the method 

used to the determine k
j
A and Pj' 

Given wij's, pj1s, kj
A eqn 3.7 can then be solved for Njo In 

matrix notati on, 

p = {K+W)N or 
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3.13 

where 

3.3 Selective rates 

The total wave function of the electron, " consists of an 

orbital part, ~ and a spin part, S or Tl (the orbital wave function 

has been dropped in the discussion above). That is, 

'T1 = ~T1T1' l=x ,y ,z 3.14 

The factor I<'s 1 vi 'T1>1 2 (cal1edl<s I vi Tl>l2 above) can be measured 

and/or estimated. 

V is; oftentimes, the spin-orbit coupling operator; it is the 

interaction of the magnetic manent of the spinning electron with the 

magnetic field produced by the relative motion of the electrons and 

nuclei. Exact evaluation of the matrix element is canp1ex, but for 

molecules having e2v symmetry, or higher, predictions for non

vanishing matrix elements can be made using purely group theoretical 

agruments. For descriptions of symmetry selection rules and group 

theory, see, for exampl e, Tinkham [13] and van der Waal s and de Groot 

[14]. 

All molecular wave functions belong to one of the irreducible 

representations, r, of the molecular symmetry group. . From group 

theory,I<,s I V I 'T1>12 I 0 only when the function being integrated is 
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symmetric, i.e., the direct product of the representations of ~s' V, 

and ~Tl contains the totally symmetric irreducible representation, A. 

3.15 

r b A and r b A from the IIgreat orthogonality V=spin orbit . +s ' 

tbeorem ll [13] equation [3.15] reduces to 

3.16 

With C2v symmetry, T1 l=x,y,z each belongs to different (orthogonal) 

irreducible representations. Therefore,I<'s I vl'T1>1 2 will be non

zero for no more than one value of 1. Selective population in to and 

decay out of the triplet state can therefore occur. 

3.4 Mixing coefficients 

The ONP signal can be very large when the mixing> coefficients are 

very large. The mixing coefficients are detennined exactly by 

diagona1izing the Hamiltonian, but this gives little insight into 

their behavior as a function of the applied magnetic field Ho. 

From first order perturbation theory, the eigenstate j is given 

by 

3.17 

The mixing coefficients are given by 

3.18 
j 

C l'A' = 
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<T1 I A'1 ~ I T1A) are the off-diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian 

matrix in figure 3.2. The mixing coefficients will be large when 

either the hyperfineinteraction A is' large, or when the energy 

separation between the strictly electronic basis states, 6E, is small. 

3.5 Level Anti-crossing 

6E is small when two of the tri p1 et energy 1 eve1 s appear to cross 

each other. When these levels are coupled by sane perturbing 

interact ion, they wi 11 mix and the new ei genstates of the system are 

linear combinations of the origna1 states. This phenomenon is known 

as level anti-crossing. For a more extensive treatment of level anti-

crossing, see Stehlik [10] and Veeman [15,16]. 

From the Hamiltonian in equation 3.9, it can be seen that the 

eigenstates of the system depend upon the strength and orientation of 

the applied magnetic field Ho with respect to the triplet axes~ 

Figures 3.3 and 3.4 illustrate the field dependence of the energy 

levels of He when Holly and Hol/z. Points labelled HY1a and HZla are 

points of level anti-crossings. The top diagram in each figure 

illustrates the energy levels without the level anti-crossing 

phenomena. The new states are seen in the lower diagrams. 

Figure 3.5 contains theoretical plots of the ONP as a function 

of field strength when the magnetic field is oriented along one of the 

zero field principal axes. The mixing coefficients, cj
1A

l s, are large 

at HY1a and Hzla • A characteristic dispersion-like curve due to level 

anti-crossing is observed when Hllz at approximately 140 gauss. Large 

ONP Signals are observed when the magnetic field is oriented along the 

y axis in a field of approximately 80 gauss, near the level anti-
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H (gauss) 

H (gauss) 

Figure 3.3 Triplet energy levels, H//y. Top diagram: level-crossing. 
Bottom Diagram: level anti-crossing. 
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H (gauss) 

.... ... 

H (gauss) 

Figure 3.4 Triplet energy levels, Hllz. Top diagram: level-crossing. 
Bottom diagram: level anti-crossing. 
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Figure 3.5 Computed proton ONP as a function of Hp 
oriented along a principal axis. Thehori2ontal line 
denotes a polarization equal to the Boltzmann signal. 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

All experiments were done using a two field technique. An 

initially unpolarized crystal was fixed in orientation in a polarizing 

field Hp of preset amplitude. The crystal was irradiated by broad

band unpolarized uv light for a time At, after which the light was 

turned off. The crystal was then adiabadicallymoved to a measuring 

field ~ and either i) the optically generated proton polarization was" 

measured, or ii) the 13C spi~s were cross polarized and the 13C 

spectrum was measured. 

Figure 4.1 and 4.2 contain a diagram of the experimental setup. 

The experimental apparatus consisted of 

i) the polarizing magnetic field 

ii) the optical system and 

iii) a home-built double resonance spectrometer. 

In order to create a larger working area above the probe, the 

. 14 kGauss Varian magnet which provided the measuring field was rotated 

45 degrees, as described by Kohler [17] and shown in figure 4.1. The 

optical setup was placed above the Varian magnet. The sample could be 

moved smoothly in and out of both the polarizing field and the 

measuring field. 
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Figure 4.1 Experimental set-up: physical layout two field technique. 
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Figure 4.2 Optical set-up. 
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4.1 polarizing field 

4.1.1 ONP 

In general, in th~ ONP experiments, the polarizing field Hp was 

the residual magnetic field present at various heights above the 

center of the 14.1 kGauss fixed field Varian magnet which provided 

the measuring field. The strength of the residual field was measured 

at various points using a Bell 811A gaussmeter. The residual field 

appeared to be parallel to the measuring field Hm. A list of field 

strength vs. distance from the center of the magnet is shown in Table 

4.1. 

The crystal was mounted at the bottom of the NMR tube. The NMR 

tube and the NMR tube holder were contained in a larger quartz tube 

which was mounted above the probe in the center of the magnet. 

The crystal was positioned at various points along the quartz 

tube, depending upon the polarizing field which was needed, by means 

of a controlled flow of . N2 through the quartz tube. When the N2·was 

turned on, the NMR tube holder and tube containing the crystal would 

rise as far as a stopper positioned to place the crystal at the chosen 

polarizing field. When the N2 was turned off, the crystal would drop 

into the center of the magnet and into the probe. The NMR tube 

holder was grooved to fit into a guide in the quartz tube which 

prevented the NMR tube fran rotating within the quartz tube. The 

quartz tube could be rotated about an axis perpendicular to both Hp 

and·Hm to change the orientation of the crystal with respect to Hp 

and Hm. 

The orientation of the crystal with respect to the magnetic 
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fields was determined by noting the angle the guide of the quartz tube 

made with a fixed circle marked in polar coordinates mounted above the 

center of the magnet. 

4.1.2 PENIS experiments 

In the 13C experiments, the pol arizi ng fi el d Hp was produced by a' 

pair of small magnetic plates held 10.5 em apart to give a field 

strength of 80· gauss in the gap between them. The magnetic plates were. 

positioned high above the center of the magnet. The residual field 

was <5 gauss. Its effects could essentially be ignored. Hp and the 

ori entati on of the crystal with respect to Hp were chosen to produce 

the maximum ~NP. 

As in the ONP experiments, the quartz tube containing the 

crystal in the NMR tube could be rotated to change the orientation of 

the crystal with respect to the measuring field Hm. The 80 gauss 

fieldHp could also be rotated to keep constant the orientation of the 

polarizing field with respect to the crystal. In this way the maximum 

ONP could always be generated. 

. 
" 
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Table 4.1 

Distance fran center of magnet (cm) Hp (gauss) 

12 4000 

13 3400 

14 2900 

15 2520 

16 2150 

17 1900 

18 1600 

19 1300 

20 1180 

21 1050 

22 940 

23 820 

24 715 

25 615 

26 530 

27 460 

28 390 

29 330 

30 290 
. 

31 250 

32 210 

33 180 

34 150 
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Table 4.1 (continued) 

Distance from center of magnet (em) Hp (gauss) 

35 130 

36 110 

37 95 

38 80 

39 65 

40 55 

41 45 
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4.2 optical system 

The samples were illuminated with an Osram 1000 watt Hg-Xe lamp 

contained in a C-60-50 Oriel housing and powered by a Schoeffel power 

supply LPS 255HR. The housing contained a 211 condensor to collimate 

the light. IR wavelengths were filtered out with a 211 continuous 

flow water filter, Oriel #6123. Since fluorene absorbs at wavelengths 

shorter than 300 nm, acridine, the guest molecule in·the crystal, was 

selectively excited by using a Corning band pass 1~64 filter which cut 

off wavelengths < 320 nm. The filter was necessary to prevent 

decomposition of the crystal. Illumination without the filter caused 

a IIburning" oJ the top layer of the crystal and significant signal 

loss after an hour of continuous illumination. 

The uv light was focussed with a 5 em diameter 15 em focal length 

quartz lens onto the top of a quartz rod, which acted as a light pipe. 

The rod was held in pl ace in the NMR tube and positioned with the end 

< 1mm from the crystal. The top of the rod was flared with a cone 
.\ 

angle of 20 degrees such that the diameter of the rod at the top of 

the cone was 1-1/2 times the diameter of the rest of the rod. The 

NMR tube and quartz rod were moved as a unit in and out of the 

polarizing and measuring fields. 

Light and dark cycles were controlled by a shutter operating in 

the bulb mode. The shutter release was attached to . a solenoid which 

was controlled by gating an attached ac switching relay. 
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4.3 spectrometer 

All NMR measurements were done on a homebuilt spectrometer built 

around a 14.1 kGauss Varian electro-magnet. The 13C Larmor frequency 

in this field was 15.1 MHz; the IH Larmor frequency was 60 MHz. The 

NMR spectrometer consisted of 

i) the proba circuit 

ii) the associated rf hardware which generated the rf transmitter 

pulses and detected the signal 

iii) the transient recorder and signal averager/computer 

iv) the lock channel. 

Figure 4.3 and 4.4 contain a block diagram of the spectrometer 

including the probe and the associated rf hardware for theONP and 

PENIS experiments. 

4 .. 3 .. 1 probe 

Various probe designs were considered [18]. The final probe 

ci rcuit was a doub1 e-tuned resonance ci rcuit based on a design by 

Waugh and co-workers [19]. The probe circuit diagram is shown in 

figure 4.5, along with the two equivalent resonance circuits which 

compose the probe. The associated ~/4 cables which protect the 

preamplifiers and the ~/2 cables which block the signal from the 

transmitter amp1 ifi ers are a1 so shown. 

The coil was tuned to the two Larmor resonant frequencies of 13C 

and IH necessary for the PENIS experiment. The two tuned ci rcuits 

were isolated by 35 dB by use of the ~/4 @60 MHz cables. In the 

PENIS experiments, the single coil was used to transmit the rf fields 

for 13C and IH (transmitter mode) and used to detect the 13C signals 
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(receive mode). In the ONPexperiments, only the IH resonant ci rcui t 

was used; it provided the necessary transmitter pulses and detection 

of the signal. 

The double tuned coil configuration was chosen for two reasons: 

i) to save space in the probe 

ii) to allow effective power transfer and signal detection for 

both ONP (proton) and PENIS (carbon) experiments. 

The probe Q @ IS'MHz was' 30.' The l3C field produced by the coil 

was 48 gauss with 500 watts of power. The IH field was 12 gauss 

with 50 watts. 

The coil was a 1.5 em long, 12 turn solenoid made from flattened 

20 gauge copper wire with an inductance of 0.15 ~h. R in figure 4.5 

was a 1 watt, 0.27 ohm resistor whi.ch acted as a fuse to protect the 

coi 1 and capaci tors from bu rni ng out if too much power was 

accid~nta11y sent to the probe. 

The 13C side of the probe circuit consisted of fixed ATC ceramic 

capacitors Cl and C2, the coil L and the shorted ~/4 @ 60 MHz cable. 

Cl tuned the coil to 15.1 MHz; C2 impedance-matched the tuned 

resonant ciruit to the SO ohm impedance of the rest of the system. 

The shorted.~/4 @ 60 MHz provided the return to ground for the 15 MHz 

side. To compensate for the large inductance of the shorted ~/4 @ 

60 MHz cable at 15.1 MHz large value capacitors were added before the 

return to ground. 

The IH side of the probe circuit consisted of capacitors C3 and 

C4, the coil, L, and the open ~/4 @ 60 MHz cable. The capacitors were 

0.8-10 pfJohanson 5761 variable capacitors in parallel with fixed 

ATC ceramic capacitors. C3 tuned the coil to 60 MHz; C4 impedance 
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matched the proton resonant circuit to 50 ohms. The open A/4 @ 60 MHz, 

cable provided an effective ground. The effects of the shorted A/4 

@ 60 MHz could essentially be ignored. 

4.3.2 Associated rf hardware 

4.3.2.1 PENIS 

13C :transmit 

To create the necessary 15.1 MHz rf field of the correct phase, a 

fixed frequency phase-shifted 30 MHz signal was mixed with a 45.1 MHz 

signal. 

HP 5100A frequency synthesizer provided both the 45.1 MHz and the 

fixed 30 MHz. The 30 MHz went immediately' to the quadripolar phase 

splitter (LBL 16x627) which was gated to put out the appropriate 

sequence of the four quardrature phases, (0,90,180,270). The 

transmitter rf phases followed the standard 4 pulse Stejskal

Schaefer, add/subtract quadrature phase sequence [20]. The selected 

output phase ~as'mixed with the 45.1 MHz with an HP 10514A mixer, then 

low pass fi 1 tered through a 30 MHz low pass Ci r-q-tel fil ter20-30-

9/50 to form 15.1 MHz of the correct phase. This was then amplified 

by a Bruker hi9h power amplifier then sent to the probe. 

13C:receive 

The signal from the probe was fed through a low noi se 

preamplifier designed by W.C.Shih [21]. A series of shorted 1/4 @ 

15 MHz cables preceeded the' the preamp 1 ifi er to protect it from ,rf 

transmitter pulses. A Cir-q-tel 30 MHz low pass filter formed part of 

the A/4 line to prevent 60 MHz from saturating the 15.1 MHz 

preamplifier. 
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The detection system was based on an intermediate frequency of 

60 MHz. The 45.1 MHz and the 30 MHz from the frequency synthesizer 

were mixed to form 75.1 MHz. This 75.1 MHz was filtered and 

amplified then combined with the output of the preamplifier to form 

60 MHzo The 60 MHz was then amplified by an RHG amplifier (LBL 

10x1550)~then sent to the quadrature phase detector (LBl10x19550). 

The dc outputs of the quadrature phase detector were filtered through 

Rockland 442- filter, recorded on a Nicolet 2090/201 transient 

recorder, then transferred to and signal averaged on a Nicolet-80 

computer.. Raw data were transferred to the VAX/VMS 11/780 for 

archival storage. Fourier transformed data were transferred to the 

VAX for plotting and analysis. 

IH:transmit 

The 60 MHz Larmor frequency of the protons was generated by 
.. 

doubling the appropriate value 30 MHz output of a second HP frequency 

synthesizer 5100B. The 60 MHz was sent to a gated phase shifter, ~hen 

to a Relcan rf switch. The resulting rf pulses were then amplified 

through a series of amplifiers: a homebuilt 60 MHz amplifier (LBL 

16x970) which contained a Watkins-Johnson A-7 and a Motorola 592, 

followed by a KLM amplifier and a Henry radio amplifier both tuned to 

60 MHz. 

4.3.2.2 ONP 

As in the PENIS experiment, 60 MHz was generated by doubling 30 

MHz • 

. The 30 MHz output of the HP frequency synthesizer was split 3 

ways. One output went to the quadrature phase splitter which again 
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provided the correct sequence of quadrature phases. The output of 

the splitter was combined with the second 30 MHz output of the 

synthesi zer ~o fonn the proton Larmor 60 MHz ·of the correct phase. 

This was then amplified by the same series of amplifiers as in the 

PENIS experiment. 

The detection system was based on an intermediate frequency of 

60MH~. The third 30 MHz output of the synthesizer was doubled and. 

used as the reference frequency in the receiver system. 

The output of the probe was sent to a low noise preamplifier 

designed by B.Leskovar [22]. The preamplifier was preceeded by a 

series of shorted >"/4 @ 60 MHz cables to protect it from transmitter 

rf pulses. The ouput of the· preamplifier was amplified by an RHG 

amplifier (LBL 10xI550), then sent to the quadrature phase detector. 

The reference phase to the quadrature detector could be adjusted to 

control the output phases of the signal. The phase detected signals 

from the quadrature phase detector were ftl tered by the Rock1 and 

filters, then recorded by the Ni col et20901201 transient recorder and 

signal averaged on the Nicolet SO computer. The data were recorded in 

quadrature. 

Both raw data and fourier transfonned data were transferred to 

the VAX. 

4.3.3 Generation of logic/data aquisition 

A Nicolet-SO computer attached to a modified Nicolet 293 timer 

running a modified NTCFT verison 11002 program controlled the 

generation of rf pulses and data aquisition. A Nicolet 2090 with a 

201 plug-in first recorded the solid echo or free induction deay, then 
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transferred the data to the Nic-80 canputer. The 20901201 was needed 

to record the solid echo because of the Nic-80's limited digitizing 

rate of 10 ps. NTCFT version N1002 was modified to run with the 2090. 

An overlay, UD1080 provided by Nicolet, allowed sorting (unshuffling) 

of overlapping quadrature data as obtained fran the 2090. Additional 

changes to NTCFT"are listed in Appendix 2. 

10 one-shots were, added to ·the Nicolet 293 timer to give 

additional fletibility in creating pulse sequences. The connections 

on the 293 timer patch panel which determined the PENIS and ONP pulse 

sequences are shown in Appendix 1. The output of the 293 controlled .... 
the 1H pul se lengths and phases and the ac relay which controlled the 

shutter and the flow of N2 in the PENIS experiment. 

In both the PENIS and ONP experiments, the phase ~f the 

transmitter pulse was controlled externally. One of the outputs of 

the 293 went to a pulse sorter which could be·programned to sort up to 

16 separate time frames. At the correct time, logic pulses w~re sent 

out 4 separate gate lines. In theONP experiment, these 4 outputs of 

the sorter went to the 4 pulse generator (LBL 16x608) which contained 

4 separate pulse length controls. The 4 outputs of the 4 pulse 

generator controlled the output phase and length of the transmitter 

pulse by gating on the appropriate rf phase gate. of the quadripolar 

phase splitter. In th PENIS experiment, the 4 outputs of the pulse 

sorter went directly to the quadripolar phase splitter. 

4.3.4 Lock Channel 

The lock channel was designed by Alan Robertson and has been 

described elsewhere [17]. The magnetic field was locked on the 
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deuterium signal fran an external sample of 020. 

4.4 Detection and Tune-up 

4.4.1 PENIS 

13C was detected at 15.1 MHz using the PENIS technique of Pines, 

et al [3]. The Hartman-Hahn condition was satisfied using the 

following tune-up procedure. The free induction decays of 13C and 1H 

in 70~ 13C enriched methyl iodide were monitored. The lengths of the 

180 degrees 1H and 13C pulses were made equal by adjusting the output 

power levels of the Bruker amplifier and/or the input to the (lBl 

16x970) 1H amplifier. 13C' s in adamantane were then cross polarized 

and the rf levels and contact time adjusted until the maximum signal 

intensity was detected. In general ,the Hartman-Hahn condition was 

satisfied with a rotating field strength of 48 gauss for 13C and 12 

gauss for 1H and a contact time of 5 ms was used. 

Ordinarily, for fluorene, 100-200 spectra were signal averaged. 

The repitition rate was on the order of 1 minute and was 1 imited by 

the illumination-optical polarization time of the crystal. 

4.4.2 ONP 

Si nce the dead time of the recei ver system· ("'lOllS.) was greater 

than T2, the time constant of the 1H free induction decay in the 

solid crystal (~10 liS), protons were detected using the (two-pulse) 

solid state (dipolar) echo technique, which refocused the spins at a 

selected time T after the application of the second pulse [23]. The 

basic pulse sequence is 900 (w/2)_T- 900
- T-[detect]. T = 20 liS, the 

dead time of the receiver. A simple description of the echo is given 
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in Appendix O. Rf transmitter pulse phases were initially checked with 

an HP vector voltmeter. The 1800 pulse length of each phase was 

determined by monitoring the on-resonance free induction decay of 

protons in methyl iodide. In general, the 900 pul se time was 2 l1S 

(~30 gauss protons) with an input of 500 watts. The signal after a 

900 _T_900 sequence (no phase shift) was monitored to check whether 

the signal intensity was at a minimum. The .echo sequencewas first 

used to detect protons in gypsum, CaS04.2H20, as'a check of rf phases 

and pulse lengths. 
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4.5 Fluorene 

4.5.1 Crystal structure 

Fluorene crystallizes in the orthorhonibic space group 

016 (Pnam), with 4 molecules per unit cell [24]. See fig 4.6. The 
2h 

4 molecules in a unit cell are pairwise magnetically equivalent, since 

each member of a pair is related to the other by a screw axis 

rotation. The long in-plane axis of all 4 molecules is parallel to 

the c axis of the crystal. The molecule posseses a mirror plane of 

symmetry which is parallel to the ab crystal pl'ane.· The planes of the 

molecules are inclined ±34.5 degrees from the crystal b axis. 

4.5.2. Crystal growth 

_ . Synthesized f1 uorene was generously donated by Herbert Zimmerman. 

Acridi ne was zone· refi ned by Sydney Wo1 fee F1 uorene crystal s doped 

with 1000 ppm acridine were grown from the melt by Sydney Wolfe using 

the Bridgman technique [25]. 

Commercial fluorene, even after repeated zone refining, contained 

anthracene and benz-f-indane and was unsuitable for ONP experiments 

[1,26]. Although optically generated 1H signals could be produced and 

detected, the time constant for the optical polarization was 

exceedingly long (»5 minutes). The ONP signals measured during the 

first 1-2 minutes of illumination time were two orders of magnitude 

lower in intensity than the signals detected from pure synthesized 

f1 uorene. 
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Figure 4.6 Top: molecular structure fluorene and acridine. 
Bottom,left: crystal structure. Bottom, right: schematic representa
tion 2 magnetically inequivalent molecules in ab crystal plane. 
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5. DATA ANALYSIS 

5.1 Background 

The magnetic shielding Hamiltonian of· a nuclear spin S in an 

external magnetic field Ho is 

Hs = YHo • a • S 5.01 

where a is the second rank chemical shielding tensor representing the 

interaction of the nuclear spin with the surrounding elect~ons. In a 

single crystal the resonance frequency of the spin S is a function of 

the orientation of the external magnetic field with respect to the 

crystal. Since the eigenstates of the full Hamiltonian are S parallel 

Ho and S anti-parallel to Ho, the NMR experiment determines only 

certain elements of a. 

Let the laboratory frame be defined by the coordinate axes 1,2,3. 

Ho is in the 2-3 plane, parallel to the 3 axis. See figure 5.1. Let 

the chemical shift tensor in this laboratory frame, a lab , be 

represented by the symmetric matrix 

all a12 a13 

a21 a 22 a 23 

a a a 
31 32 33 

5.02 . 

Let Rxtl-l ab be the rotati on matrix whi ch transforms the 

chemical shielding tensor in the crystal frame, axtl to the laboratory 

1,2,3 frame, i.e. 
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2 

fJJJlJ:·~3 
laboratory frame 

L 

molecular frame 

o 

crystal frame 

Figure 5.1 Orientation of various coordinate systems as used in data 
analysis. 
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R-1 
°1 ab = Rxt1- 1 ab • °xt1· xt1-1 ab 5.03 

Expressed in terms of the standard Euler angles a, Band ',a 

rotation matrix R is given by, 

-cosacosB si nlll-sinacos'· -sinacosB si nljl+cosacosljl sinBsi n, 

cosasi nB sinasinB cosB 

where a is a rotation about the original z axis, B is about the new y 

axis, and. is about the final z axis. 

The cr~tal is mounted in a particul ar ori entati on and rotated., 

about the laboratory 2 axis. The component of 0lab which is parallel 

to the magnetic field Ho, °1, is measured as a function of rotation 

angle u, i.e., sin~e Ho II 3, 

5~.05 (a) 

where 01 ab is the synmetr1c matrix gi ven above and 

n = (0,0,1) 

R2= cos{u) ° -sin{u) 

° 1 ° 
sin{u) ° cos{u) 

Therefore, 

0lab = A + Bcos{2u) + Csin(2u) 5.05{b) 

where 
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C = 

A curve, called a rotation plot, is fitted to equation 5.05 to 

determine the coefficients A, Band C, and hence thee.lements 

all,a33,aI3 of alab • axtl at this point is underdetermined. 

·The crystal is remounted and again rotated about the laboratory 2 

axis. let R' xtl-~lab be the (second) rotation matrix which transforms 

axtl to the laboratory frame, i.e. 

, R' R,-1 
a lab = xtl~ab· axtl • xtl-~lab 5.06 

The chemical shift as a function of rotation angle u is again. 

measured. 

The coefficients from the rotation plots from the j crystal 

mountings (orientations) can be written as, 

A(n) = I, E 
2 kl akl [R(n)lkR(n)ll + R(n)2k R(n)2l] 

B(n) = 1'2 Ekl akl [R(n)lkR(n)ll - R(n)2kR(n)2l] 5.07 

C(n) 1 akl [R(n)1kR(n)2l + R(n)2kR(n)1l] . = '2 Ekl 

n=1,j 

where the R(n) .. s are the elements of the nth rotation matrix R which lJ 

transforms axtl to the laboratory frame (i.e., elements of Rxtl-~ab 

and R'xtl-~ab) and the akls are the elements of axtl ,a in the 

crystal frame. 

The chemical shift measurements are repeated, and 

correspondingly, the coefficients of the rotation plots determined, 

unt il all el ements of axtl are determined. The tensor ;s then 

. 
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diagonalized to yield the values of the principal elements and the 

orientation of the principal axes. Figure 5.1 depicts the various 

coordinate systems used in this text. 

5.2 Analysis 

The data were analyzed by methods outlined by Mehring [27]. The 

data analysis fell ·into three parts: 

i) the orientations of the crystal a,b,c axes with respect to the 

laboratory coordinate system were determined with the crystal mounted 

in two sepa rate ori entat ions. (The 1 aboratory frame was as desc ri bed 

above: Ho was parallel to the 3 axis; the crystal was rotated about 

the axis perpendicular to Ho, the 2 axis; the 1 axis was perpendicular 

to axes 2 and 3.) The orientations of the molecules in the unit cell 

were known from x-ray diffraction. 

ii) for each orientation of the crystal, the observed chemical 

shift °1 as a function of rotation angle, u, was fitted to equation 

5.05 by . least squares analysis to determined the coefficientsA,B,C; 

iii) by least squares analysis, the two sets of coefficients 

(A(l),B(l),C(l) from orientation 1 and A(2),B{2),C{2) from orientation 

2) obtained fran (ii) were fitted to . equation 5.07 using orientation 

information from (i). Tensors were determined in the molecular 

coord i nate system, defined by the axes k,l,m. (See figure 5.1). In 

this case, the RijS are elements of the rotation matrices which make 

the 1 aboratory coord i nate system and the mol ecul ar coord i nate system 

coincident for the two different orientations of the crystal; 0ijs are 

the elements of 0i" the molecular frame. 
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5.2.1 Determination of crystal orientation 

The orientation of the crystal axes with respect to the 

laboratory axes for the two different mountings of the crystal was 

determined differently. 

In orientation 1, the crystal ab plane was chosen to be 

perpendicular to th~. rotation axis. This was called the ab plane 

orientation. Since the ab plane· is the cleavage plane of the crystal, 

to reach this orientati on, the crystal was fi rst' mounted with the 

cl eavagepl ane approximately . perpendicular to the rotation axis. 

The maximum ONP is obs~rved when the magnetic field is oriented 100 
f 

away from the a axis in the ab plane. To reach the ab plane 

orientation, the proton ONP was measured and the ,crystal orientation 

was adjusted until the ONP signal was maximized and the intensity of 

the signal s 1800 apart was approximately equal. 

In orientation 2, the crystal ac plane was chosen to be roughly 

perpendicular to the rotation axis. The crystal was mounted in the 

NMR tube with the cleavage plane approximately parallel to the 

rotation axls. X-ray diffraction was then used to determine the 

orientation of the crystal axes with respect to the tube axis. The ac 

plane was found to be tilted approximately 160 with respect to the 

plane normal to the rotation axis. 

5.2.2 Rotation plots 

For each of the two approximately orthogonal crystal orientations 

described above, rotation plots of the chemical shift 01 as a function 

of rotation angle u were made. To make the rotation plots, 13C 

spectra were taken and the positions of peaks recorded at 
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approximately 100 intervals over a 1800 range. Typical spectra from 

orientations 1 and 2 are shown in figure 5.2. 

The major difficulty of the analysis was untangling the various 

peaks . and determining which peaks belonged to which chemical shift 

tensor. 

The maximum number of lines (peaks) in a typical fluorene carbon 

spectrum can be calculated fran the crystal structure of fluorene. 

One line results from each carbon atom tensor on each of the two 

molecules, giving a total of 26 lines. 

The ab plane is parallel to the the molecular mirror plane. 

Therefore, in the ab pl ane ori entati on, the two halves of the 

molecule are magnetically equivalent. This reduces the number of 

possible lines, and the corresponding number of incongruent chemical 

shift tensors to 14: 1 methylene bridge carbon tensor ~nd 6 aromatic 

carbon tensors fran each of the two mol ecul es. 

In orientation 2,all 26 lines were possible, but due to the 

heavy overlap of peaks not all 26 separate lines were observed. 

For both orientations, least . squares fits were done to extract 

the coefficients A,B,C fran the rotation plots using IMSLS subroutine 

ZXSSQ [28]. Coefficients from a fit were considered acceptable if the 

fit had a reduced chi-squared of less than 2, i.e., xr < 2. In 

orientation 1, 14 acceptable curves were found; in orientation 2 > 26 

acceptable curves were found. All curves were kept at this stage of 

the analysis. 

5.2.3 Full tensor fit 

Since data were taken for only two orientations of the crystal, 
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the chemi cal shielding tensors in the crystal frame were 

underdetermined. The tensors of the carbons of the two molecules were 

assunmed to be identical. Rotation plots fran these carbon tensors 

were combined for the least squares fit of equation 5.07. In 

addi ti on, for the aranatic carbon tensors, the ori entati on of one of 

the principal axes was assumed to be perpendicular to the plane of the 

molecule. The methylene carbon tensor was also calculated with the 

orientation of one principal axis pre-determined. 

For each of the 6 incongruent aranatic '. tensors, 23=8 rotation 

curves were possible: 2 orientaions x 2 inequivalent molecules per 

orientation x 2 equivalent tensors per molecule (due to the mirror 

symmetry plane). However, in orientation 1, the ab plane orientation, 

the rotation plots of the two equivalent tensors on each molecule were 

coincident. A total of 6 rotation curves for each of the 6 

incongruent aranatic tensors was therefore possible. For the 

methylene carbon, a total of 22=4 rotation curv.es was possible: 2 

orientations.x 2 inequivalent molecules per orientation. 

Rotati on curves produced by the same tensor in. different 

orientations were determined in the following way. The line of 

intersection of the two orientation planes was determined. The 

spectrum taken here must be identical in both orientations. Those 

rotation curves from the two different orientations which go through 

the same peak at this line of intersection belong to the same tensor. 

Rotation curves of identical tensors on different molecules were 

determined in the following way. Since the ab plane contains the 

molecular symmetry plane, the' two halves of the molecule are 

magnetically equivalent when the magnetic field lies in this plane. 
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Moreover, in this orientation, the two inequivalent molecules are 

related by a rotation about the c axis by 690 • The rotation curves 

of the ab plane orientation reflected this crystal symmetry, i.e., 

there were two sets of rotation curves, one phase shifted from the 

other by 690
• This can be easily seen in figure 5.3. Curves with 

the same maximum chemical shift belong to identical tensors on 

d iff e·rentmo 1 ecu 1 es. 

The orientation' Rijs were' known from (i) and the rotation plot 

coefficients fran (ii). IMSLS routine ZXSSQ was used to fit the sets 

of coefficients from orientations 1 and 2 to equation 5.07. 

Many of the rotation curves whose coefficients were used to 

calculate a tensor resulted in fits with xr > 5 and were discarded. 

Only fits with xr < 2 were kept. All the rotati on curves which were 

kept are shown in figures 5.3 and 5.4. The rotation curves which 

were used to fit each of the 7 incongruent tensors are shown in 

figures 5.5 through 5.12 along with the associated carbon. Note that 

the number of rotation plots used for· the full tensor fit was less 

than the number of possible rotation plots. Due to the larger 

statistical error in orientation 2, (see section 6.2.2.1) the number 

of rotation plots used here for each tensor fit was less than the 

total possible rotation plots. In the~ac plane orientation either 

i) two rotation plots from one molecule or ii) two rotation plots from 

molecule'l and one rotation plot fran the molecule 2 were used. This 

minimized xr • 

Aromatic tensor components were calculated with respect to the 

molecular coordinate system, defined by axes k,l,m. See figure 5.1-

One principal axis was assumed to be perpendicular to the plane of the 

; 
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molecule (amm ). For case (i), 4 sets of coefficients (i.e. 12 

equations) and for case (ii), 5 sets of coefficients (i.e.15 

equations) were used to fit 4 unknowns, the elements akk , akl ' all' 

and amm{the perpendicular to the molecular plane) of the chemical 

shift tensor in the molecular coordinate system. akk , akl and all 

were then used to determine the values of the other principal 

elements and their orientations .• The resuls of both fits (either 

case i or ii) were identical. 

The methylene tensor was also calculated with respect to the 

molecular coordinate system. 

either: 

The calculations were done assuming , 

i) one of the principal axes was oriented in the C-C-Cbond 

plane, bisecting both theC-C-C bond the the CH2 bond (along molecular 

ax is k); or' 

ii) one of the principal axes was oriented perpendicular to the 

plane of the molecule .{along axis m}; or 

iii) one of the principal axes was oriented perpendicular to the 

CH2 plane. 

The results were as follows: 

The values of the principal elements did not change with each 

assumption. 

With assumption (i), the other principal axes were rotated an 

angle of 50 ± 120 away fran the moleclat 1 and m axes (rotation about 

the molecular about the molecular k axis). 

With assumption (ii), the direction of the other principal axes 

were rotated gO ± 21 0 away from the molecular kand 1 axes (about the 

molecular maxis). 
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With assumption (iii), the other principal axes were rotated 

110 ± 260 about the molecular 1 axis. 

X-ray diffraction studies have shown that the fluorene molecule 

; s pl anar and posseses C2 symmetry [24]. In addi ti on, the proton

proton vector of the methylene carbon has been shown to be 

perpendicular to the molecular plane [2]. Therefore, considering the 

symmetry of the molecule, the orientation of the methylene carbon 

bonds and the results of the above calculations, the orientation of 

the principal axes was taken to be, to first order, roughly ·coincident 

with the molecular coordinate system. 

As a check of the full tensor calculations, the rotation plots 

from the ab plane (orientation 1) were studied. The 1 argest 

(positive) val ues for each of the aranatic tensor rotation curves 

~ere found to be equal, within experimental error, td the calculated 

values of °33. Moreover, the maximum aranatic chemical shift should 

be measured when the magnetic field is perpendicular to the fluorene 

molecular plane. Fran x-ray diffraction, the vector normal to the 

fluorene molecular plane. is in the ab plane, rotated 690 away from the 

b axis. The largest (positive) values for the rotation curves 

produced by the aromatic carbon tensors were found to be at the 

angl e arctan( C/B). '" 6So±3°, in agreement wi th the expected val ue. 

±3° represents the error in orienting the crystal in the ab plane. 
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6. RESULTS 

6.1 ONP 

6.1.1. Single crystal 

For selected orientations of the acridine-doped fluorene single 

crystal, the optically generated proton polarization is approximately 

100 times greater'than the Boltzmann polarization generated at room 

temperature in a 14.1 .kGauss magnetic field. 

Figure 6.1 plots the growth of proton polarization of the 

fluorene single crystal as a function of illumination time for a 

particular light' intensity and orientation. The growth is 

exponential. 

Figure 6.2 shows a typical proton NMR spectrum of the fluorene 

single crystal. The cry tal is oriented with respect to the magnetic 

field to yield the maximum ONP signal. The illumination time here is 

approximately one minute. The line width is 35 khz, 9 gauss. 

Figure 6.3 shows the intensity of the optically generated signal 

over a restricted angular range where the ONP signal is maximal. 

The optically generated polarization 'is of comparable magnitude 

to the polarizations reported by Stehlik, etal [9], using a 1600 

watt Xe lamp. The magnitude of the signal depends critically upon 

the light intensity; dp/dt dependS linearly upon the light 

intensity. The 1000 watt Xe-Hg bulb has an intrinsically higher 

luminosity at uv wavelengths than the 1600 Xe or the 100 watt Hg lamps 

used by Stehlik, et al [29] and one might expect that larger 

polarizations would be generated. However, the condensing system used 
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here is smaller than that used by Stehlik, et al [11,30] and therefore 

less light is collected. The 1000 watt Xe-Hg lamp has a much larger 

arc than the 100 watt Hg lamp and cannot be focused down to as small 

an image size. In addition, the crystal may not have been optimally 

oriented to produce the maximum ONP signal s; it may have been mi s

oriented by ±~3° (see section 5.2.3). (Care was taken to orient the 

crystal in the ab plane.) More care could be taken to maximize the 

1 ;ght intensity" illuminating the crystal--larger diameter 

collecting,focusing lens, shorter light pipe, etc. 

Note that the magnitude of the polarization reported here'is for 

the fully protonated ,fl uorene/ acridi ne system. The pol ari zati ons are 

approximately an order of magnitude smaller than for the 

fluorene,dSh2-acridine,hg cystals reported by Stehlik, et al [1,2]. 
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Figure 6.1 dp/dt. Proton polarization growth as a function of time. 
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6.1.2. Powder samples 

In general, many compounds do not crystal 1 ize easily or do not 

form large crystals suitable for NMR experiments. Powdered and 

randomly dispersed samples are generally far more readily avaliable 

than single crystals. Studies of powdered samples of acridine-doped 

fluorene appeared to be the next step in the attempt to create large 

1H polarizations,' and hence, 13C polarizations, in a typical NMR 

system. 

Optically- generated proton signals in powdered samples of 

acridine-dopedfl uorene have been detected. -Figure 6.4 shows a typical 

optically generated proton NMR powder spectrum. The intensity of the 

signal as a function of field strength over a restricted field 

strength region where the ONP is maximal is shown in figure 6.5 The 

powder ONP signals are approximately of ·the same ampl itude as the 14 

kGauss Boltzmann generated signals. This measured intensity is 

approximately 10 times smaller than what is expected. 

In a field of 80 gauss, the proton ONP of a single crystal can be 

measured as a function of orientation of the crystal axes with respect 

to the magnetic field (for example, see figure 6.3). The single 

crystal ONP is maximal when the magnetic field is oriented in the ab 

plane, 100 away from the a ax is. The '. measu red ONP about thi s 

restricted angle is far greater than at any other orientation of the 

crystal. 

To first order, the ONP of the powdered sample is determined by 

that fraction of sample with the a axis oriented within approximately 

200 of the magnetic field direction. Furthermore, assuming a uniform 

ONP of 100 x Boltzmann for the crystallites in such an orientation, 
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the ONP of the powdered sample should be approximately fracti on (l/IO) 

x polarization (100 x Boltzmann) = 10 x Boltzmann. 

The measured intensity is lower than that predicted probably 

because of the large amount of light scattering produced by the tiny 

crystallites, reducing the effective illumination of the sample. A 

powdered sample cannot be illuminated as well as a cleaved Single 

crystal. Since the pola.rizationis dependent upon the light intensity, 

t·he powdered sample, with its reduced illumination,wou1d not have as 

large ~ polarization. 

Attempts to reduce the light scattering were unsuccessful. 

Attempts to fuse the powder into a clear wafer proved unsuccessful. 

Also,the solid material could not be refractive index-matched: it 

di ssol ves quite well in various oil s and solvents. 

Although the optically generated signals of the powder:-ed samples 

are not large, they can be generated and measured in a time less than 

than T1 , the proton spin lattice re1axati~n time in the dark.T1 of 

the fluorene protons in .the dark is }30 minutes @ 14 kGauss [31]. The 

equi1 ibrium Boltzmann magnetization @ 14 kGauss is generated ;s a time 

3-5 x Tl' on the order of an hour. Optically generated magnetization 

can be measured in 10's of minutes, the time detennined by the 

ill umination time of the sample. 
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6.2 PENIS 

ONP of protons in combination with the PENIS double resonance 

experiment produces large 13C signals in fluorene single crystals. The 

13C . signal is estimated to be 400 times larger than the normal 

Bo1 tzmann 13C signal generated at room temperaturei n a 14.1 kGauss 

magnetic field. 

Figure 6.6 shows a'13C I-contact PENIS spectrum of the f1 uorene 

single crystal, obtained by first optically polarizing the protons. 

Since attempts to measure the normal Boltzmann 13C signals directly 

and attempts to cross polarize the 13C using the normal Boltzmann 

proton reservoir were both unsuccessful, the estimate of the gain in 

13C polarization is determined in the following way. First, the 13C 

signal is observed to be roughly directly proportional to the proton 

IH signal. This 1 inear dependence can be observed by varying the 

intensity of the light illuminating the sample, hence, varying the 

proton polarization, and measuring the cross polarized 13C signal. 

Second, cross polarized 13Csignals in adamantane are observed to be 

4 times larger than thei r Boltzmann pol ari zati on when in cont.act with 

thei r normal Boltzmann proton reservoi r. Since the optically 

generated proton signal is approximately 100 times greater than the 

normal Boltzmann polarization, the resultant gain is approximately 4 x 

100. This gain is roughly in acco~dance with expectations. 

Although the proton polarization is large and is not depleted 

·after one contact with 13C, multiple contacts under matched Hartman

Hahn conditions and one-shot PENIS· experiments under unmatched 

Hartman-Hahn conditions were not generally done because the high rf 

power levels and long contact and data acquisition times could fry the 
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probe components. 

Attempts to cross polarize the carbons using simply the proton 

Boltzmann population proved unsuccessful for two reasons: 

i)the proton Boltzmann spin temperature is 100 times smaller than 

the optically polarized spin temperature; 

ii)the spin lattice relaxation time, Tl' of the fluorene protons 

in the dark .is > 30··minutes @·14 kGauss [31]. 

Optical-polarization of the protons. is necessary to short circuit 

the long T1 and to build up the proton reservoir. More important, 

maximum proton polarization is needed to produce a measurable carbon 

. signal. As can be seen in figure 603, rotating the crystal 

approximately 20 degrees away from one of the maximum ONP positions 

decreases the proton signa1-- and in effect, the proton reservoir--by 

a factor of three. It would take an order of magnitude longer to 

accumulate the same spectrum without the maximum optical proton 

polarization. Since an average spectrum taken under optimum conditions 

requires 2-3 hours to accumulate, any dimunition of a proton 

polarization would make the experiment extremely difficult. 

,-
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Figure 6.6 Optically enhanced cross polarized l3C spectrum: single c~stal. acridine-doped fluorene 
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6.3. Chemical shift tensors 

6.3.1 Tensors 

A schematic representation of the seven incongruent 13Cshift 

tensors is shown in figure 6.7. Table 6.1 lists the actual values of 

the principal elements and their orientation in the molecular plane. 

Table 6.2 lists the directions cosines of the principal axes with 

respect to to crystal axes. 

There are. three different types of carbons, each with 

characteristically different tensors: 

i} aromati c carbons bonded to hydrogen 

ii} fused aranatic carbons, i.e. aranatic carbons bonded to 

another carbon rather than hydrogen 

iii) methyl ene carbon. 

All elements of all of the tensors were calculated using the 

methods outlined in the data analysis section. Values for the 

principal elements of the tensorscolild not be obtained from the 

powder spectra since attempts to cross polarize powder samples were 

.unsuccessful. 

Tensor assignments were made following "common sense" arguments: 

the orientation of the tensors would be generally consistent with 

those determined -by others; for each tensor, a would be, within 

experimental error, equal to ai • 

6.3.1.1 H-bonded aromatic carbon (C3,C4,C5,C6) 

For all of the H-bonded aranatic carbon tensors, the mean value 

experimental 

agrees within 

error with themeasured isotropic chemical shift a. 
1 
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C2 L 

L 

CI 

C5 

L 

Figure 6.7 Schematic representation of the incongruent carbon 
shielding tensors of fluorene. The reference 0 for the aromatic tensors 
is taken to be 120 ppm downfield from the resonance of neat liquid 
benzene; reference 0 for the methylene carbon is taken to be the 
resonance of neat liquid benzene. Tensors are represented by 
ellipsoids, with the shortest axis being the most downfield cOMpenent 
of the tensor. Labels are as used in text. 
Top: orientation of tensors in molecular plane 
Bottom: orientation of ten~ors in plan~ perpendicular to molecular 
plane. r10lecule rotated 90 from top dlagram. 



Table 6.1 

-carbon 011 022 033 0 

Cl 76 (3) 90 (3) 102 (4) 89 (2) 

C2 -99 (9) -47 (9) 119 (5) -9 (5) 

C3 -84 (8) -12 (5) 97 (3) 1 (3) 

C4 -92 (5) -14 (6) 114 (4) 3 (3) 

C5 -102 (1 OL -10 (9) 115 (5) 1 (5) 

C6 -83 (7) -17 (7) 116 (5) 5 (4) 

C7 -71 (6) -27 (8) 93 (2) -2 (3) 

All shifts relative to neat liquid benzene. Errors given in parenthesis. 

*ref 46 solvent is either CDC1 3 or DMSO-d6 

* + 
0 i e 

91 ** 

-14 -350 (5) 

4 170 (6) 

2 800 6) 

2 -41 0 (3) 

9 160 (6) 

-12 -700 (9) 

+rotation angle about molecular M axis to make molecular axis coordinate system and principal axis 
system coincident (see figures 5.1, 6.7) 

** OIl coincident with molecular M axis;022 with K axis;033 with l axis (see figures 5.1, 6.7) 

. . 

00 
en 
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Table 6.2 

carbon direction cosines . principal value (ppm) 
(relative to crystal axes) 

cl -0.566 0.0 -0.824 75 
0.824 0.0 -0.566 89 
0.0 -1.0 0.0 103 

c2 -0.464 0.324 -0.824 - 99 
0.675 -0.472 -0.566 - 47 

-0.574 -0.819 0.0 119 

c3 -0.542 . -0.166 -0.824 - 84 
0.788 0.241 -0.566 - 12 
0.292 -0.956 0.0 97 

c4 -0.010 .. 0.558 -0.824 - 92 
0.143 0.812 -0.566 - 14 
0.984 -0.174 0.0 114 

c5 -0.427 0.372 -0.824 -100 
0.622 -0.541 -0.566 - 10 

-0.656 -0.754 0.0 115 

c6 -0.544 -0.156 -0.824 - 82 
0.792 0.227 -0.566 - 18 
0.276 -0.961 0.0 116 

c7 -0.194 0.532 -0.824 - 72 
0.282 -0.774 -0.566 - 28 

-0.949 -0.342 0.0 92 co 
-...J 
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measured in the 1 iquid stateo 

The tensors of C4 and C5 are equivalent tensors differing only in 

their orientation in the molecular plane. This is consistent with 

their measured isotropic shifts being equal. 

All of the H-bonded carbon tensors which have- been determined 

here are simil ar to those determined by others [32-37]. All tensors 

have their most shielded canponent a33 perpendicular to the plane of 

themolecule·~ an bisects the hexad angle and is parallel to the C

H bond. a 22 is tangent to the ri ngand orthogonal to the other two 

axes. The magnitude of a 33 of these tensors follows the general 

trend that the val ue of the most shi el ded component of the tensor 

decreases with increasing substitution on the aromatic ring; i.e., 

a 33 of the H-bonded carbon tensor of pentamethyl benzene is less than 

033 of the tensors of C3,C4,C5,C6, which in turn are less than a33 of 

the benzene carbon tensor. In addition, a 33 of the tensors of C4,C5, 

and C6 are all approximately equal to a33 of the H-bonded carbon 

tensors of p-xylene [35]. 

Although C3 and C6 are both adjacent (ortho) to fused aromatic 

carbons, a33 of their respective tensors are quite different; their 

in-plane components, however, are essentially the same. Since a33 of 

the C6 tensor equals those of the tensors of C4 and C5 it seems that 

the electronic structure perpendicular to the plane of the ring 

around C3 is perturbed to a greater extent that that around C6. 

6.3.1.2 fused (non-H bonded) aromatic carbons (C2,C7) 

a of C2 equals the measured liquid a i • The orientation of this 

tensor is consistent with other non-H bonded aromatic carbons tensors 
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[32-37]: a33 is. perpendicular to the plane of the molecule, all is 

parallel to the carbon-substituent bond and a22 is tangent to the 

ring of the molecule. 

a for C7 is 3 standard deviations greater than a i • The 

orientation of a22 is turned away approximately 10 degrees from the 

C4~C7 bond, and is closer to being parallel to the bisector of the 

hexad angle. 

As has been observed previously, a 22 for non-H bonded aromatic 

carbon tensors are quite different from H-bonded aromatic c.arbon 

tensors. for C2 and C7 tensors are -47 ppm and -27 ppm 

respectively, in comparison to -12 ppm to -18 ppm for the H-bonded 

ca rbon tenso rs. 

The values of the principal elements of the two tensors are quite 

different from one another. C7 is bonded to an aromatic ring; C2 is 

bonded to the methylene carbon. The orientations of the substituent 

bonds with _ respect to their respective bisector of the hexad angles 

are al so qui te di fferent. van Dongen Torman [37], has observed that 

the substituted carbon. '" tensor in acetophenone was similar to those 

tensors on carbons bonded to methyl groups. If substituent type does 

not alter the 13C shift tensor, then the difference in the two tensors 

must come from the different orientations of the substituent bonds. 

6.3.1.3 methylene. carbon (Cl) 

As has been generally the case here, the the trace of the 

cherni cal shift of the methyl ene carbon tensor equal s the i sotropi c 

shi ft. The methyl ene tensor has a much small er ani sot ropy than the 

aromatic· tensors .. The 1 east . shi e 1 ded tensor element, a 11 is 
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perpendicular to the plane of the molecule; a22 bisects the H-C-H bond 

and lies in the plane containing the CH2 group; a33 is in the plane 

of the molecule, orthogonal to the other two directions and lies 

"along" the C-C-C bond direction. 

The assignments of all ,a22 , and a33 are consistent with other 

methylene tensors. The most shi el ded di recti on is in the pl ane 

approximately "al~ng" the- C-C-C bond and the least shielded is 

approximately pe"rpendicular to the" p"lane of the C-C-C bond (in this 

case, the perpendicular to the plane of the molecule) for eicosane 

[38], ammonium hydrogen malonate [39] and malonic acid [40]. 

The values of the principal elements and their respective 

orientations of this methylene tensor are approximately equal to the 

methylene tensor detennined for "interior methylene" carbons on the 

long chain molecule eicosane [38]. It is syrrmetrically located 

between two identical functional groups, in this case, two benzene 

rings. On the other hand~ relative to the values of the principal 

elements of the methylene carbons on ethyl benzene (all=lOO, a22=103, 

a33=12l), the values of the principal elements of the methylene carbon 

tensor here are all shifted down-field and have a sl ightly greater 

anisotropy. The ethyl benzene methylene .carbon is, however, not 

symmetrically located between two identical substituents, but rather 

between two very different substituents. This may account for the 

observed differences. 

6.3.2 error analysis 

6.3.2.1 statistical errors 

The statistical errors generated here are large in comparison to 
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those reported el sewhere [34,36], but are of the same order of 

magnitude as those recorded by Gibby [41]. 

The errors are relatively large because the errors in the 

coefficients of the rotation plots are large. In orientation 1, the 

errors are approximately ± 1 unit for the constant term (A) and ± 2 

to 3 units for the cosine (B)and sine terms (C). In orientation 2, 
... 

the errors are consistently larger: ± 2 units for the constant term, 

± 3 to 4 units for the cosine and sine terms. The larger error in 

orientation 2 is due to the large error in measured peak pOSitions 

due to the heavy overlap of peaks. A large simplification of the 

spectra in orientation 2 would occur if the crystal were mounted such 

that the magnetic field were in some symmetry plane of the crystal, 

e.g. the ac plane, and causing various 13C tensors to become 

magnetically eq~ivalent. The number of inequivalent carbons and, in 

consequence, the number of peaks in a spectrum could be reduced by a 

factor of 2. The errors in determining peak positions would then be 

reduced and the errors of the coeffici·entsof the rotation plots 

could become comparable to those in orientation 1. 

For both orientations, a larger magnetic field would help to 

simplify the spectra by increasing the separation of the peaks. 

6.3.2.2 systematic errors 

Two systematic errors are possible: 

i) an error in the 1 ocati on of the chemi cal shi ft reference and 

ii) a shift in the measured peak position caused by bulk 

susceptibility effects. 
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i} reference zero 

Solid adamantane and neat methyl iodide at room temperature were 

used as references. Adamantane was assumed to resonate 90.5 ppm 

(methylene) and 100 ppm (methine) from neat liquid benzene [42]. 

Methyl iodide was assumed to resonate 149 ppm from neat liquid 

benzene [42]. Reference positions were .recorded before and generally 

after a set of about 4 13C spectra were taken. An error in the 

reference zero would· essentially change the constant tern of the 

rotation plots, shifting the the resultant principal axes values by 

the same amount. 

ii} bulk susceptibility 

The measured resonant frequency of a given nucleus in a molecule 

depends upon the shape of the macroscopic sample through its bulk 

susceptibil ity [43]. Following the method of Vaughn [441, the crystal 

shape was approximated by an ellipsoid. The bulk volume 

susceptibility x-, as well as its anisotropy, !x are .94 x 10-6 and .5 

x 10-6 respectively [45]. Usi ng the demagneti zi ng factors of Osborn 

[46], the shift in peak positions was calculated as a function of a 

few rotation angles. The peaks shift by approximately +.5 to +1.5 

ppm, depending upon the crystal orientation. This shift is very small 

in compari son to the 1 arge aromatic carbon ani sot ropy of ±100ppm and 

small in comparison to the methylene carbon anisotropy of ±15ppm. To 

approximate the bulk susceptibility effect on the methylene carbon 

tensor, the measured peak positions were all increased a uniform 1 

ppm and the tensor was recalculated. Within statistical errors, the 

new tensor was identical with the old tensor. 

-" 
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Appendix O. SOLID ECHO 

The two-pulse solid (dipolar) echo sequence refocuses dipolar

coupled spins a time T after the application of the second pulse. The 

basic pulse sequence is: 

900y - T - 900x_ T - detect AO.1 

The dipolar echo of a simple two spin system can be described exactly 

and is given here. 

Let 11 and 12 be' the two spins coupled via the dipolar 

interaction; i.e. in the rotating frame, the Hamiltonian· is given by 
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where A is equal to ((YI1YI2h)/2r3) (3cos2e-1) and e is the angle, 

between the magnetic field Ho and the vector connecting 11 and 12• 

This Hamiltonian can be easily represented 

Is> IT+> ITo> IT_> 

0 0 0 0 

A/2 0 -1 0 0 

0 0 2 0 

0 0 0 -1 

with basis vectors 

IS> = 1~ (I +-> - 1 -+» 

IT+> = 1++> 

tTo> = 1/J2( 1+-> + 1-+» 

IT _> = 1--> 

as a matrix: 

AO.3 
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From this point on IS> is ignored. 

The density matrix p satisfies the equation 

dp/dt = -i[H,p] AO.4 

which has the formal solution when H is time independent, 

p(t) = e- iHt p(O) eiHt AO.S 

wherep(O) is the density matrix at time t=O. 

The normalized x-component of the free induction decay in the 

rotating frame, assuming no relaxation, is given by 

AO.6 

The rest of the appendix discusses the state of the density matrix and 

<Ix> at various points in the dipolar echo sequence. 

p(O) - -I z• The net effect of the first 900
y pulse is to bring the 

magnetization along the r.otating frame x axis; i.e. 

AO.7 

= 

. Following this initial 900y pulse, the system evolves under the 

influence of the interaction term H. Substituting for Hand .p(O+) in 

equation AO.6, p(t) is given by 

eiAt/ 2 

p( t) = 1/./2 

o 0 

e- i At 0 

o 1 0 e- iAt / 2 

101 

eiAt/ 2 0 1 0 



o ei3At/2 

= 1/2 e-i3At/2 0 

o ei3At/2 

o 
e-i3At/2 

o 

Substituting for p{t) in equation AO.6 

<Ix> = cos{3At/2) 
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AO.8 

AO.9 

The system is unperturbed for a time t, after which a second, 

900 pulse is applied. Inmeediately after this pulse the density . x 

matrix p(t+) is given by 

p{t+) = 

where 

0 

1/.12 ei3At/2 

0 

1/2 

e-iIXw/2 = -i/Ji 

-1/2 

e-i3At/2 0 

0 ei3At/2 

e-i3At/2 

-il 2 

o 

-i 1./2 

0 

-1/2 

-i 1./2 

112 

That is, inmediately after the second 900 pul se 

AO.11 

AO.12 

If the system is unpertubed for a time T,.it again evolves under 

the influence of the interaction term, H. 
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p(t+.r) = e- iHT p(t+) eiHT . 

0 ei3A (t-T)/2 0 

= 1/.12 e- i3A(t-T)/2 0 e- i3A(t-T)/2 AO.13 

0 ei3A (t-T)/2 0 

P(t+T) has the same fonn as p(t) before the 900 
x pulse is 

. applied, with (t-T) substituted to t. Therefore, the magnetization is 

given by 

<Ix> = cos(3A(t-T}/2) AO.14 

For times T=t <Ix> = 1, the initial magnetization. 

-' 
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Appendix 1. NICOLET 293 PATCH PANEL CONNECTIONS 

The Nicolet 293 timer patch panel connections are shown in 

figures Al.l and Al.3. The patch panel connections are essentially 

the same for the two experiments: the ONP experiment contains one 

additional input to the OR gate which goes to the pulse sorter. The 

timers are connected to di ffer·ent outputs in the two experiments. 

Figure AI.2 and AI.4 depict the resultant pulse sequences. Typical 

times are also listed. 

The figures follow the convention of preceeding connections in 

patch panel A with the letter A; connections in panel Bare not 

preceeded with the letter B. Timer outputs are located at AAI through 

AAlO. Output connections are labelled for the two experiments. 

Nine invertirig ~uffers are located on panel 

located atAHl through AH9 ; outputs, AGI through AG9. 

A; inputs are 

Ten one shots 

are also located o~ panel A; inputs are located at AFI through AFIO; 

outputs at All through AIlO. The first seven one shots trigger on the 

rising edge of the trigger pulse; the last three one shots trigger on 

the falling edge • 
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Appendix 2. MODIFICATIONS OF NTCFT 

A2.1 Patch for 2090/201 

The modifications to NTCFT #1002 which allow data acquisition 

through the transi ent recorder 2090/201 are 1 i sted on the foll ow; ng 

page. Program changes were accomplished using Nicolet's HIBUG~ 

program. The format used is 

address/old instruction ---->new instruction 

The assembler mnemonic and/or a description of the instruction is 

included. 

The modifications can be divided into three parts: 

i) change of ADC control word 

ii)changes to make 2090/201 and Nic-BO data collection compatible 

iii)changes to allow data acquistion (20 pS after start of rf 

pulses. 

The 1PLS experiment must .be used. The total length of time from the 

start of the rf pulses to the start of data acquistion must be > 20 

pS. This last requirement insures that the Nic-BO is in measure mode 

before it is triggered. 

." 



*LOA NTCCON 5640 
*RUN HIBUG 
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6151/0000026 ----> 0100026 /set -cword (bit 15 high) 
7600G . 

*STO NTCCON 5620-7577;7600:P 

*LOA NTCEXC 
*RUN HIBUG 

637/0005001 ----> 0005000 
134/3103427 ----> 136 

7600G 

*STO NTCEXC 0-1777: P 

*LOA NTCDIN 2000 
*RUN HIBUG 

4133/0111777 ----> 2111470 
5470/0000000 -- ... -> 101777 

4041/0111776 ----> 2111471 
5471/0000000 ----> 101776 

4721/2505543 ----> 2125543 
4724/2505544 ----> 2125544 
4735/2125544 ----> 1472 
5472/0000000 ----> 2125544 
5473/0000000 ----> 2125544 
5474/0000000 ----> 2125543 
5475/0000000 ----> 736 
5065/0005001 ----> 5000 
5272/3111562 ----> 1272 

4244/2111733 ----> 
4452/3001451 ----> 
4463/3001452 ----> 
5314/0110304 ----> 

7600G 

347 
453 
464 

1272 

*STO NTCDIN 2000-5617;7600 

interface to transient recorde~ 

Ito maintain bit 15 of cword when cword 
/gets reset 

/MPOM POINT1 
/MPOM POINT2 . 
/JMP 5472 

to acquire data <20~s 
after start of rf pulses 

/JMP to 4736 

/JMP to 5272 

!JMP to 347 
/JMP to 453 
/JMP to 464 
/JMP to 5272 (JMP TO <RUNSTEM) 

*LOA NTCDIN 1l0000-1l3617;7600:P 
*STO NTCDIN 110000-113617;7600:P 
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A2.2 Patch for ~ultiple contact PENIS 

Modifications to NTCFT 11002 to allow mutiple contacts in the 

PENIS experiment are shown in Table A2.1. Nicoletls HIBUG program was 

used; format for changes are as shown below 

address/instruction /mnemonic 

Changes f·or the mul tipl e contact experiment can be divided into 

three parts: 

i) create new command=NC 

ii) initialize for counting number of contacts 

iii) determine number contacts left to do, retrigger rf pulses if 

not equal to zero. 

The number of contacts are entered using the command INCl. E7 (PP04) 

on the Nicolet 293 patch panel retriggers the contact/mix PENIS pulse. 

". 
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*LOA NTCDIN 
*RUN HIBUG 

," . 
2776/2707066 /MMOMZ 
2777 / 1003 /JMP (to 4003) 
3000/3111005 /MEMA @ PNCON 
3001/2405006 /ACCM NCODO 
3002/1001007 /JMP @ PGOR1 
3003/ 4204 /PP04 
3004/1001010 /JMP @ PGOR4 
3005/ 6151 /PNCON 
3006/ 0 /NCDO 
3007/ 4406 /PGOR1 
3010/ 4541 /PGOR4 

3011/ 0 /INl 
3012/3111005 /MEMA @ PNCON 
3013/2405006 /ACCM NCODO 
3014/1001011 /JMP @ INI 

4124/3000126 /JMS @ FLG 
4125/ 133 !JMP (to 4133) 
4126/ 3011 /FLG 

5017/1001465 /JMP @ BADSET 

5075/ 0 /NC 
5076/3001447 /JMS @ YFIN 
5077 / 6152 /YFIN 

5520/316303 /(n=316,c=303) 

7600G 

*STO NTCDIN 2000-5617;7600 
*LOA NTCDIN 110000"-113617; 7600:P· 

*STO NTCDIN 110000-113617;7600:P 
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A2;3 Patch for second variable timer 

Table A2.3 lists the changes to NTCFT which create a second 

variable timer. Changes to NTCPAR allow input of variable times. 

Changes to NTCOIN implement the variable times during run time. 

A second variable timer was necessary when varying the 

contact/mix time in the PENIS experiment. NTCFT has only on variable 

timer (D1) which was used to vary -the contact/mix pulse. The second 

timer was used as the receiver gate=contact/rtlix +~l dwell time. 

Variable times are entered with the command ICO I (CCO on). 03 is 

the variable timer; the list is terminated with the entry O. 



"-

*LOA NTCDIN 2000 
*RUN HIBUG· 

4215/ 1 
4217/2405728 
4220/3001457 
4221/ 5273 
4222/ 346 
7600G 

/ACCM YD3 
/JMS @ TWI04 
/YD3 
/JMP 346 

*STO NTCDIN 2000-5617;7600 
*LOA NTCDIN 110000-113617; 7600 
*5TO NTCDIN 110000-113617;7600:P 

*LOA NTCPAR 
*RUNHIBUG 

4154/3025204 
4155/ 156 
4161/3001206 
4164/ 545160 
4170/3024162 
7600G 

/ONEM @ UFLAG4 
/JMP 156 
/JMS @ TWI04 
/EXCT POAC 
/ONEM @ POINTC 

*STO NTCPAR 2000-5617;7600 
*LOA NTCPAR 104000-107617;7600 
*STO NTCPAR 104000-107617;7600:P 
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Appendix 3. DATA TRANSFER FROM NrC-80 TO VAX/VMS 11/780 

Data collected on the Nic-80 was transferred to the VAX/VMS 

11/780. The purpose of the data transfer was 

i) for archival storage of data on magnetic tape. 

ii) for efficient plotting of all fourier transfonned files 

iii) for efficient·detennination of peak position in 13C spectra. 

Data was transferred to the VAX using the command IU21. The 

necessary program changes to NTCFT #1002 are shown in Table A3.1. 

The IU2 1 command can be used in the standard Nicolet link (ILlI 

command). A fortran program is simultaneously run on the VAX and 

1 i steel on the succeedi ng pages. Both programs are based on programs 

by W.Shih[21] and J.McCracken. 

The Nic-80 is connected to the VAX via an RS232 bus. 

Communication lines operate in nonnal mode, with the baud rate set to 

2400. For a more extensive description of various parts of the 

programs, see W.Shih [21]. 
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*LOA NTCUSR 2000 
*RUN HIBUG 

5176/0000000 /VAXOUT 
5200/2001227 /JMS XMIT 

.' 5201/2001220 /JMS RXON LOOPO 
5202/2165304 /ZERM START 
5203/2001261 /JMS STATRD 
5204/2001220 /JMS RXON LOOP1 
5205/3111303 /MEMA @ TEMP 
5206/2001227 /JMS XMIT 
5207/3111303 /MEMA @ TEMP 
5210/2505304 /A+MM START 
5211/2125303 /MPOM TEMP 
5212/2707302 /MMONZ SIZE 
5213/ 1204 /JMP LOOP1 
5.214/2001220 NMS RXON 
5215/2111304 /MEMA START 
5216/2001227 /JMS XMIT 
5217/1001176 /JMS LOOPO 

5220/ 0 /RXON 
5221/ 6554 /RSINF LOOP2 
5222/ 1221 /JMP LOOP2 
5223/ 44563 /RSIN 
5224/472021 /A-MAZ (021 
5525/ 1221 /JMP LOOP2 
5526/1001220 /JMP @ RXON 

5527/ 0 /XMIT 
5230/2405305 /ACCM CHECKSUM 
5231/2001250 /JMS RSXMIT 
5232/2111305 /MEMA CHECKSUM 
5233/ 405025 /RISH 2-5 
5234/2001250 NMS RSXMIT 
5235/2111305 /MEMA CHECKSUM 
5236/ 405032 /RISH 32 
5237/2001250 /JMS RSXMIT 
5240/2111305 /MEMA CHECKSUM 
5241/ 404037 /RISH 37 

• 5242/2001250 /JMS RSXMIT 
5243/ 110015 /MEMA (015 (CARRIAGE RETURN) 
5244/ 6574 /RSOUTF LOOP3 
5245/ 1244 !JMP LOOP3 

. 5246/ 4573 /RSOUT 
5247/1001227 /JMP @ XMIT 

5250/ 0 /RSXMIT 
5251/ 10037 /AND (37 
5252/ 4354 /TACMQ 
5253/ 110040 /MEMA (40 
5254/ 4341 lOR 
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5255/ 6574 /RSOUTF lOOP4 
5256/ 1255 /JMP lOOP4 
5257/ 4573 /RSOUT 
5260/1001250 /JMP @ RSXMIT 

5261/ 0 /STATRD 
5262/ 44034 /STATUS 
5263/ 5012 flASH 12 
5264/2011300 /ANDA MASK1 
5265/2511277 /A+MA DSTART 
5266/2405304 /ACCM START 
5267/ 44034 /STATUS 
5270/ 5046 /llSH 6 
5271/ 210000 /ACPA 
5272/2013300 /ANDAZ MASK1 
5273/ 162000 /ZERZ 
5274/2111301 /MEMA K16K 
5275/2405302 .. / ACCM SIZE 
5276/1001261 /JMP @ STATRO 

5277 / 100000 /DSTART 
5300/ 36000 /MASK1 
5301/ 40000 /K16K 
5302/ 0 /SIZE 
5303/ 0 /TEMP 
5304/ 0 /START 
5305/ 0 /CHECKSUM 

5306/ 0 /XON 
5307/ 110026 /MEMA (026 
5310/2001227 /JMS XMIT 
5311/1001306 /JMS @ XON 

5523/ 5176 /VAXOUT 

7600G 

*STO NTCUSR 2000-5617:P 
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T~!s rcutir~ -~:!lv!s 1~ta rrc~ tne nlc-~v via rs~3~. nir 
:lH! :?" tlit .nr:l trarslIiuer as a strlr. r, of ~ tits, nne. ~ 
o/t~s/.orj rol10.!1 by ~ cBrriage return. rcr~!t ~~lXllll 
vh~r~ IIII! arp sl~riflt.:at bits. tk11 lcsJres ro ~c~trol 
~~~r~~t~rs. pro~rall to be use~ wlt~ u2 co~~en~ ,r Lt~ft 1~~2. 
u? r~~ b! U~!:I In link (11). strictly ~~t~ trar.sferrel. L~t 
p~ra~~t~r t~bl~. p!ra~t~rs pctere~ 4t ter~lnal; 
'lutputrllf is title 1:4 + no.; e.~. t'lr title 'peLU,' OU1.put 
riles (i' 1~ link) are,enl~l.~at,penl~~.Qat.etc. 
Daste unp~ektr .. routine by •• ~hih. 

.s, (.) 
Ct!£C~SI1" 
TULf 
''1:!lIP1 
!"ASU 
""S:{2 

H 

Itl 
rons 
lP 
IJ(O) 

DArA P~l~T Aj~Ar 
RO~~I~: CHECKSUM CALcULATL~ L~~l~~ tlTA ~tCLtVL 
ASlI S£ADERbLOC[ ~RITI~NO~ OrT?J~ }Ill 
title 1:4 (used tor output fl:p na~e) 
2)2311111 ~ASK USi~ 10 SEliC' ~ IS~ OF lACH bIT} 
11111111111111111111 ~AS' U3£D TO SLL~CT 
?Z IS~s or ~ACK 3? HIT ~OHr eN VA~ 
SET TC OCTAL 21 iO~ CTRt-~ TO INITIAll 
DAT~ ~R~~S~I5SION 
·v fro~ nlc-~P to start rtceiv1ng 1ctd 
t~t!l rU~Der of spp~tra to ~e ~ent 
~U~BrR 0F DATA POI~T5 
VtCTOR US~D rrR DATA RlAL-IN, 4 ~OHLS L~~~. 
ON! BYT} PER LOCATION 
RJ~~IN1 SU~ USED IN PACII~1 DATA 

rI ... rNSIO~ A(1573S).ST(2).IJ(4),rAT~(lZ) 
I~TE;£R A.~3E:Ksn~.ANS.DAti,PA,1vp.1fatteD 
PFIl ~A.~F.DT 
CH AHCTB S T 
rn!TdctpT*' rr~~e1 
rHARACTlR.S 'nall D 

CHARACTIP-ea TITt1 
t~1I:~L CO~rI~.C~U~T,Tr?I.LOl 
trtPPPT*4 OrS$CVT L TI,SfS$GLTMS~ 
C~!~!ct~~ s1s~~g·ij2 
1!IH~!".2 bur 
ctj!racter*2 :h1 

JZ1~ OP£~ (nNIT=Zl,NA~~='FOR'~l',Tr'E='OLr'} 
Z;'H (lP l~(n~ IT "32 ,~A"'I" 'FOR ~1t2', '!'yp 11: ' ~l •• , 

lFlri~='UNFJR~ArrlD') 
~ll~ C~~rl~ s .TRUE. 
~~l~ C~O~T ... F~LSr. 
~il17 '!'r?F ... FlU'r • 
~~l; 101 ... FAlS[. 
~~l~ ~AXLI~ = 1";' 

C su~n;FSS rSPOR ~E35A~r5 F~O~ I~TlllR OVlBfLC~ 
r. CA(l~n:Sf CHEr.r:50~ CnClllATION 

J~t~ rAIl lPRSrr(7~,CC~1IN,C~UNT,TIpr,I01,~AI:I~) 
~;'~l ~'~~l : -37 
~l~c vA~6~ : "3777777 
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It • "21 
"rlt~ (S,wn) 
fOT~at('$~Dter Du~oer of spectra ') 
T~!1 (~,.) nIlS 
WRIT! (6,UU) 
rOR~AT('$ENrIR POINTS PIR rltI ') 
RIAD(~,·)IP 
,RUl(S,U3) 
'~R~Ar('$I~r[R t![ D1TI(1~11) ') 
RIU(5,40'ID1U 
fOR.,AT(121Al ) 
;RIU(S,55!) 
rOR~Arc '0~r!=l!UDC' lf1c1th, Tn II or P1S51.S, 
spec rre~, s1s~!rt~re 
f~!~S (or~!r 3,2)'OR~AT(t5.~,15,3tl~.S)') 
UAII ( ~ ,.;) FP, Pi, sf, ada "11, a:1am2 
fO'~!!(f5.2,I5~3fl~.5) 
'IRI H (5,533) 
r~R~AT('elSr[R ~p or. 20~~ a~d 1t atteD-
fOT~st(215)'1 
RlAr(~4·)1~p,1f!tte~ 
rOR"lT(2I5) 

~IT rITLI l~D OPI~ FILl 
VRIU(6,91i') 
rOR"1!('0I~r[R TITtI{160},fltlNA~I IS 
FIP5r 4 C~AR 1~cre"lente~ ') 
UU( !-.911) UTL! 
rORl"!lT(lSe) 

VRITr(6.620) 
fOR~lT('0~HIN RElD! TO RICIIV! tYPE GO ON TEl VAX') 
RFAO(5,525)H 
rOR~AT(2A1 ) 
If(Sr(l).I~.'g·)GO TO 630 
::0 1'0 Sl1 
CONTINUE 

start of ~o loop to trans.,,1 t Dns spectra 

10 ;;9 j~lt·l.rns 
1c·j~lt 
ISTAT-CTS$CVT L ~I(lC,CBI,"AL(21) 
J~!s·S!S$CIT~S:TtVA1(IS!lT), 
~S::Lr~.sts~);.'iAL(-l), ) 
IF(lSTAT.NE.l)~RITt(6.W_)SYS~SG(1:~SGLiN) 
'OR~1T(1X,A) 
fD!~!l·tltle(l:l) 
!ra~e·~D!melllcbl 
open(unlt·03.ns~e·fna",e,t,pe·'Delf'. 
c!rrla~!control~~llst') 
lILL IN PARA~ITER TABLE 
'Rlrl(~.911)rre~e 
~RITr(;.l~l)Dlrr 
WRITI(9.1~5)ISPIC,IP 
WRITI(W,591)1vp. lfattet 
~Rlrr(;.5S1Irp.PA,sr,lda~1,adam2 
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3067 .05 f~R~lT(2I5) 

~.et:i~ 
305:1 
U?3 ".,71 
un 
U?3 
~it71 

U?5 
~n5 
~077 
U?: 
~~7:1 
ns~ 
U:l 
02:2 
03:3 
U:l 
.edElS 

nBS 
teZ3? 
aas? 
U3; 
"ZiIIC 
U!:i1 
Ui2 
~"'iII3 
UJi 
U;S 
db5 
Uil7 
31;: ) 

c: 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c: 
902 
99B 

9~5 

!:I66 

9'77 

NOW LOOP O'tR rBI NOMIER Of POINTS, iIC1IVING AND 
~ACII~~ T~l~ O~E lT I TI~I. lAC! TI~E TBI Vl1 13 
REArr FOR A ~EW WORD A CONTROL-Q CO~~AND IS ISSU1D TO 
TBE 'IC-~0. DP~N RiCEI'IN~ 
A :O~TRL~~ T!E NIC OOTPUTS ONI 40RD 
wrlt~ -q to start trl»s~lsslon 
vllt for -. fro~ alcSS to sigDal re*dT to sen~ Sata 

res! (1,993) 1,(IJ(II,I-1,») 
tor~!lt(q,<r)s1) 
1 sU'ua 
do .~5 1 •• ,1,-1 
IJ(1)elan~(lj(1),~4stl) 
1 SIll tt· ( 1-1 ). 5 
1 su ~-1 or ( 1 su".15 htl (1 J (1 : .1 S!lttt J ) 
~l-lln~(l~u", "ast2) 
wr1t!(S,;S5)t.l 
for"!lt('$re:e1ve~ kj-',o?0) 
If «(L.eq.-Z5 1 then 

.r1t! (2) U 
che:t.su","0 
nIte(S,;??) 
!or"!lt('Sreeel.e~ rl, sent -~1'J 

c 
C lOR tACH fIll, LOOP TBROUCH IP Tl~I5 T6 RlCCNSTRUCT 
C I~ ~~RDS rRO~ Ip., BrrES. A 2'" ~Ir 40RD IS REClIVl~ 
C U TEl FOLLO~I~~ BYTi S~UANC1.: 
C 
C lCI~3,AC;-5,lCl'-1~.AC1;-15 (eft> 
C 
C R!CC~STROCTICN (P-C'I~~) OCCORS iT lPpaOPp.IATl 
c LJrT-S~Ir!I~l l~O I~~IC1L ~R-ING ot T8~ teuR 
C B!TrS srORi~ I~ IJ(·) 
C 

IPP-IP"1 
»0 200, '-l.IP 
WRITl (2) U . 

1~~ P.fAD (1.1~~!\ N,(IJ(I).I-1,N) 
10~~ r~R~AT (~,<M>A11 

ISO'" • I 
D~ 1221 L-',1.-1 
IJ(L) • IAND(IJ(L),~lSK11 
ISBlfT - (L-1)·5 

123 ISU~ • IOR(ISU"l,IS!!T(IJ'L).LS~IrT) 
Cn£C(S~~ • CEEC(SD"I + ISU~ 
A«() • ISD~ 

2P1~ C:>~ rt ~O[ 
eNOl RECEIVE lNr RICONSTRDCT Th1 CHlC(SOM 
C :ILCDlA!ED BY IHE 11~~, 
C tNO :~~p'Rr TO rqI L~CALLT C1LCOLArID ~~1. 
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_UrI r2.) n 
RIAO(I.1~~3) N.(IJ(I).I-l.N) 
ISU", - ~ 
D:l 223. I -4 .1 .-1 
IJ(L) • IAND(IJ(L).~'S[l\ 
ISiiIFT • rt-l)-!-

22~ ISU~ - IOR(IS~~.IS!rT(IJrt).tsdlrT» 
C~I:tSO~ - tAND(:!£C!SD",,~'S'2) 
ISU"I • IAND(ISO~.~AS'2' 
_RIfl(S.lela) fn!~~,C~lC(SUM,ISUM 

1~1~ rOP~Ar('~!ItE -'.!~/'HCALCOLArEO C~£C'SUM ·'.091 
1 '0RI:£IViD CH£CtSO~ -'.o~) 

C CSlcr FOR NI~lTIV~ ~U~BIRS 
P:U·"2"UIU 
DO 21 I-l.IP 

IrCl(I).tt.((()GO TO 21· 
l(I)-A(I)-"3777777 

21 CCNTI~"E 
C ~o_ OUTPUT-HowlERS 

.Rlrf(;,2~~3)(A(I).I-l.IPJ 
l~~~ r~R"'Ar (~11a) . 
YW!:i COf'ti "up 

vr1tt"(5.;~5\ 
!:i~e for~!t('$!r.oth~r s~t of r11~s? (,/r-/') 

rf'aH5.l.I0Ehns 
9~5 r~r~.i(el) 

1r(!DS.~q.',')r,o t~ ;1~ 
IND 
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PR~;RA~ SI:TI)~S 

SS"'P ~'t~s Auri blltes 

" $COD!. 1713 PIC C~N Rlt LCL sea In ltD NOOT IO~C 

1 S?!HTA 555 PIC :~~ atL LCL SHR NOn~ at NO.RT LJN:; 
~ $LOCAL 67!,~5 PIC :ON liL LeL NOSER NOA;Xt; RIl _RT LON~ 

urH PJINTS 

XI"IITUI"IUN 

UP.IABLES 

A:1:1 r~S5 ryn- N!~~ !eU ress Type t.s"e 

Z-2~"1"5::le R"'4 U'A~l 2-00fJ1W1€DC R"'4 ADAM2 
2-(l "loH 104:;= = 1"'4 :1U'cnu"" ~-~"~USE4 CEAR ~aI 

~-i'.:~11 "6A4 R"''' rr 2-()"'~1~~BE CEAR iNAM!. 
2-Z~"1t"HC 1"'4 I 2-"~''''1.,614 1"'4 IC 
2-;,,,Pl1 '.471 II 1"'4 IPP ~-~ItAU:;F4 1"'4 ISPlC 
2-:.' ~.H~6:i4 1"'4. IVP 2-.iC"11t6J;C 1"'4 J"IES 
2-i:lc"1~6C" 1"'~ H 2-"t4~la71e 1"'4 UK 
l-"'L'l0.1'~5:14 1"'4 L~:; 2-1IIk:!.'U?I6: I"" L5:iIFT 
l-'-'''''E'5CtJ 1"'4 ""#.H2 2-0~I!!U63~ I"" ""AnI'" 
2-3ZWll .. '5flE 1"'4 '4 2-J~h:l"6ce 1"'4 ~NS 

l-~bI1l1(~5i1a CHR HS"'!S:; 2-Ql""U~C4 CHR lULL 

H~rpss Trr~ ~a"'!" Ad:1ress T7Pl" N!!'Il" 
2-1I~"1~5=C 1-4 A~S 2--," lin "'6~ 5 1"'2 .Dr: 
,-lu",l :~6A5 t"'4 :~~!!~ 2-,,"'''1~5AC L¥4 C~DhT 

2-P!2101"SH C!UR F'U""n 2-"~"1166D'" R"'4 iP 
z-"nl~S;e I·It If_TUN i!-~WI~U5::C 1"'4 IP 
c-t~':l.'F;rS J¥4 ISN.T 2-~~·t1&716' I"" ISU"I 
2-3~"106I~ I"''' J"IIT 2-01!l1tl1lt714 1"'4 ( 

Z-~(l~1?7~t:' 1"'4 n 2-"'i6\1110?~4 1-' L 
~-It' Jll·:'S:iC P.¥4 "'A 2-('I~~1b~j!C 1"'4 I"IHU 
2-",Z"1 t'SA;' R"'4 '"'i 2-~"all"6Fd 1-4 "5 tiL EN 
2-;.1"~1"'5;" 1·4 ~~. 2-l'IdbU5D4 R-' SF 
l-2Z1!!1"'6!~ L"'4 T!'PE 

lRRU5 

AHress lytll" If! "l" .111 tl"S D1 'II~ns ions 

i!-"'t'16i!~~03 1"'4 A 6S~44 (ltS73t:i ) 
2-U01~5:i'" 1"'4 DAT! ,,~ (10 ) 

" 2-~"~1"'5=" 1"'4 IJ 16 {41 

2-o:1o:n"!:Be CHAR sr ~ (2) 

'::;' 
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Appendix 4. ONP calculation programs 

This appendix contains a listing of the computer program used to 

calculate the theoretical curves of figure 3.5. The flow 

chart of figure A4.1 describes both the control program, NEWONP, and 

the program which does' the actual intensity vs field strength 

calculation, ONPOL. PLONP is a routine which plots' the output of" 

ONPOL. It is based on a subroutine by D.Goodin and is not 

. reproduced here. Subroutines VCVTCH,EIGCH,lINVIF,and VMULFF are all 

IMSL subroutines which (respectively), converts a Hermitian matrix to 

a full compl ex storage. mode matrix, di agonal i zes a Hermiti an matrix , 

inverts a matrix~ multiplies two matrices. 

Definition of input values: 

D,E as defined by equation 3.8 are elements ·of the electron 

dipolar interaction tensor. 

gama=y as given in equation 3.8 is the gyromagnetic ratio of the 

proton spin. 

A is the hyperfine interaction tensor. 

Pm m=x,y,z is the relative population rate into the mth triplet 

state (normalized to one triplet state). 

km m=x,y,z is the relative decay rate from the mthtriplte state 

(normalized to one triplet). 

wm,n m,n = x,y,zis the spin lattice relaxation rate between the 

mth and nth triplet states. 

Typical values: 

D = 395 MHz, E =15.3 MHz 

.. 

: 



gama =, 4. 2S7E-07 

Axx = -29 MHz,Ayy = -9.2 MHz,Azz = -19.0 MHz 

k = k = k = .333 x y z 

Px = .9, Py = .05, Pz = .05 
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NEWONP 

input: d,e,gama 
a,p.k.w 

j
. fixe} field 

or 
. fixad orientation. 

input: field input: orientation 
ori~ntation ~lane "~in, delta. Hmax 

_-_ca 11 f ONPOL 

cul Pl(\tlP-------

ONPOL 

create Hamiltonian U 
cia~onalize U 
quantize along magnetic field 
calculate p,~,w,N 
calculate polarization 

PLONP 
plot polarization 
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.' 

.~ 

un 
1Il~,~ 

~3"5 
jUi/l7 
te ,,.;; 
on;.1 :I 
t'~l~ 
21311 

.,213 
nH 
~~l~ 
32115 
~U7 
3CU; 

32113 
1Il~,C:' 
.,2121 
~~22 
~21l:5 
"2I~l 
lilt,S 
22l~5 
an.? 
.,~,,= 

"e2~ 
32132l 
~Z:31 
0'J2J2 

U33 

<'034 
21335 
~C:35 
3237 
~it3: 
aZ3:i 

c 

lP'.3 

203 

c 
9;; 
c 

real %g(l0~).yp(1213~.~x.~,.ki 
co~~of/cnst/l.!,~!ma. 

1 :rat!s/~x,~1,kZ.Px,Pl.Pz. 
2 IhlP!r/e7.al.lz. 
! Irelex/wzl,WZZ.W1Z 

~pen(u~lt=;.stetus='Dew'.D4me·'elvec') 
c~ll .rstrt('~14,2) 
~D~n(~nlt.9.Ststus.'o14'~Da~e.'ltputl'.re41or',) 
r!!1(=.·)1.!.~!~a 
real(S,-)~x.kl,kz.p%.Pl.PZ 
real(9,-)ax,s1,IZ 
!eal(:,-)VY1,Wt%,W1% 
close(un1t-3,stltus.'teep') 

eont1r.lle 

wr1te(6,l~3) 
rO~~9t(' 1!:!J In1 c~gu16t1on rll~s-') 
WRITl (5,-) IX.IY,tZ.'X.?T.PZ 
wr1u.cS.21d3) 
for~!t(/'hJD!rf1n! eonst~tns ~~1 relazctlor. r;tes'l 
WRI~! (5.·)·AX.A!.AZ.W1I.W!Z.~IZ 

vr1t!(S.:::) 
for~ati' c~snee 2l,p.l.t-2.e.3.w.~') 
T'ee1 (5,-)1 ell -
1f (ICh.r~.l' t~~D 

r~!1(~.-'PX.P7.P= 
else 1f (1cn.I~.2) t~en 

T'!!1(5.-,t·.kl,~% 
plse 1f (1Ch.EQ.~) th~r 

r!!115.-)SX.ll.l% 
pls! it (1~Il.r~.~) tllen 

re!1(~.-)WT1,Vl%,W1% 
plse 

eottin'J! 

continue 

write(S.50l) 
5~1 for~lt(' flr!1 fl!11-1 or flIed orlentatlot-~1') 

!,p!1(~,·)1!o 
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if (1ro .I~. 2) then 
wrlt!(S.3213: 

3~3 for~st(' e~ter t~et!. pill: ~~.~ tbet y-l'I, 
1 ' wJ.~" t~e~ 1-1 'i. 
2 ' 2,21 then z-l'l. 
3 ' 11 plan@ IsW0.argle·" 
• ' 1z Dlen@ 15 an!le.9~·I. 
~ , rl pl!~e Is In~le,0') 

c 
~@el(5.-}t~@ta,phl 



~zu 
U~2 
~a~3 
uu 
!iH: 
""U5 

U47 
i'~': 
""4:=1 2Ia:a 
;:~!:l 
U:,2 
3153 
t~~4 
n~5 
n~5 
tJe7 
Z253 
n5~ 
,t'·tst 
l251 
U:i2 
&Z;)3 
U:~ 
n~5 
';Z05 
U€:7 
~":i: 
.eJt;::; 
U?a 
U7l 
~~n 
JZ73 
"Hi 
.t~7~ 

U?5 
zan 
~'lJ7= 
~~7i:1 
u:a 
d~=1 
U~2 
U:3 
l"':~ 
20:!5 
U:5 
,,~=? 
U!:: 
21,,=; 
".till'" 
n::l1 
U?2 
Z~i::t3 
:U:li 
"":5 

c 

U4: 

777 

7~1 

tf!'1t·'5,lee) 
FCRY!:(' IN!FB ~O~!£R 01 fIElD POSITIONS" 
!'!s! (~,.I!Ht~ 
tf~1t!(~,li1) 
rCR-A!(' INTIR !~I~.Dl!!l'J 
re!!(~,")HMIN,rILTA 

DO lIlt -l,ULD 
~ - ~.1n + delte·11k 
tfr1t!(iI,")n 
eell onp~llt~!ta.p~l.c.~ol) 
,~(111t) • pol 
1'P(Utr) - h 
pn~ ~o 

If 1'1 t! (5,444) 
~01''''H(' !!~W 'Plot?') 
r!U{5,777 Ian2 
t O!''Ist (511 
1~ (sr2.r~.'1') tben 

10 pt - 1 

lopt • d 
!l'l~ it 
eell ~1~~o(r~.,p.Df11.1opt) 

pIs! lt (1~0.E~.1) t~!r 
1f!'1 tp (5.7"2) 
fO!''I!t(' !nte1' rl!l~') 
resH5,·'h 
w1'1 t!( 5. 7 ;'1' 

120 

for'l!t{' !~ter If ~, plane:1,,: pl~ne=~,~! plc~e~3') 
r!sH5 .... )1p.Ln 
I"'·! 
If (1pln.£~.21 thet 

'PI':~ - -~"'. 
dO 11k·-=~,,,,,5 
1,.-111+1 
tbeta - 11k 
~ell on~~l(tteta,~n1,h.pol) 
1P (1", I-pel 
sp(l!'1)·t!leta 
e~d eto 
ph 1 • 51;1. 
c! 0 11 t- ~ . !:H!' , ~ 
1,.-1,,-1 
theta - 11k 
~sll o~pol(t~eta,Pb1,b,polJ 
lP ( 1" ) • tI 01 
Ip(1")-t!l~ta 
~r1 do 
vr1te(S,444) 
1'!3d (5,777 )az:2 
1f (u2. &0. ',') tbe!! 

10pt • 1 
el se 

10pt • ~ 



~21~S 
321:7 
Ci~i:I= 
Uidj; 

3U" 
.,li1 
e1il2 
"U3 
1t1~4 
31~5 
01"'3 
,e1t? 
31D? 
31~; 

~lU 
cUll 
lU1Z 
can 
na 
3115 
1:115 
ill 11 7 
.,11: 
"11~ 
"'1221 
1U21 
~1,,2 
3123 
31~' 
t(1,~ 

"'125 
"'127 "1,,= 
312::i 
"13" 
"131 
('I1~2 

"133 
"134: 
U;S5 
"133 
"137 
2113: 
2133 
"14"' 
~lU 
0142 

"'143 
~lU 

aH~ 
;lH5 
t'u,? 
~1t; 
~14~ 
"'1!3 
31~1 
t:1tC:' 

i'!1!)3 
0151 
C:1!5 

els! 

c 

call plorp(%p.1P.37.1~Pt) 
else It(lpln.EO.1) t~en 

tbeta • ~~. 
10 l1t·-~*,.i/3.5 
1,,-1,,+1 
phl • I1t . 
csll o~pol(theta.p~l.h,pol) 
7pa,,)-p~1 
~p (1" ).phl 
!lid c1 0 
write (6.4U) 
ree1 (5.777 )anl 
it (u2.l:0.'y') Uer 

10pt • 1 
el se 

lopt • ~ 
ene1 1t 
call plotp(xP.1P.37.1opt) 

else 1~ (lplr.~~.3) ther 
phl • 3.'" 

e r.1 1 f 

do l1t·-w~.cJ.5 
tbeta • 'Ult 
1,,=1,,+1 
call o~pol(thet!.p~l.h.Pol) 
1PCi!ll)=pol 
%p: 1"1). theta 
en~ :10 
'Ohl·1e~. 
~~ 11"·5.~".5 
~heta - 11k 
1"=1,,,+1 
~511 0~p~1(t~etl.ptl.b.P01) 
1P (1'TI )"p~l 
%p ( In)" thet a 
end do 
w!' 1 te (5. ~4 ) 
re!~ (f. 7771ar2 
It (.n2.~O~'Y' I tce~ 

lopt • 1 
else 

10pt • ~ 
eD1 I! 
call plo~p(IP~lP.37.1optJ 

~o to S!t9 

w"ltf'C5.~~~) 
555 for,,!t(' cortlrue ~t ne~ orl~[tatlot fleld c 1",. 

c 

1 ' COCtlDU~ wltD tew const~~ts·2') 
rf'!H5.·l1n 
1f (11D.IO.1) then 

~o to ;;~ 
~lse If (l!r.rO.~) the~ 

~., t" ;;5 
els! 

rontlnue 
!D1 1 r 

cell ~rstop 
clos!(unttz;.st!tus='kee~" 
er1 
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fUIA3LIS 

UIlJ'eSS r1pe Ne"'e 

2-0a"~1l349 ft·, ... 2 
3-"""_HH,00 ft·. t 
~-""iI:~0r,34'" ft·. E 
2-u",aa324 1"'4: no 
2-"."'016350 1"'4 IPIN 
~-""'~06('33tl1 I·, NFlD 
4-0.6021"'''1'1 a9 4 PI 
6-04!0"~1/Ji/t' a"', .xz 

Add. J'es·s 'rIPe N41'\e 

::;-U""'~"'''''4: H·~ U 
3-"'tlCI"IO~164 R"'4: 1 
~-.1IC"':.:;35e 1· .. lU 
2-UIlt~'~~~5. I"', 1'1 
4-uft";~lI:lt'" R"" U 
~-.11l·l:.;t:344 It"" POL 
2-.''''''''~3~'; RIF~ 'JUT! 

A~~ress ryp~ Na~e 

2-"~"dd0"0 R"'4 IP 
2-~"~0~1;2 R·4 fP 

U1J'en T1Pe 

5-"~ iIJ"',"~"~ a·4 
2-~" '1"'''33~· ft·. 
2-~i:!.6r.16334 II·. 
~-""~k'''33C I·, 
4-ftHl ""~"'16" R·4 
2-~~J~ki3~t,; Mil', 
4-""~~""'14 a"', 
6-"1l"~",,,.,e a·, 

Uc1J'Pss Type ..• 

5';;""0C041'(II~E II·. 
3-1&16'~h'~0"e R·. 
2-1O""'~.:.3~"" 1"'4 
2-""~""34C 1"'4 
4-~~"'~~HH,e JI"'4 
.-~C',cl"';1<. ~c Ji~i 

5-"""'(lI~" :"I!i F"'. 

U,6 (116;"') 
''''1<1 (114., . 

i~4!11e 

AI 
UlTA 
lMIN 
11K 
!I 
PHI 
P7 
!ilZ 

Helme 

AZ 
G11", 
ICE 
IO?! 
lZ 
PA 
"Xl' 
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,. 

U23 
UiH 
~U~ 
Uit'S 
U~7 
~2.;= 
~~~il 
,,~U 

"~11 
"'31? 
;n13 
~t14 
U15 

~t-15 
un 
Ul~ 
.,ili:l 

U23 
~"d 
Uil!2 
~"l3 
2J2l24 
"~l: 

"'~0:::5 
U27 
;nil!: 

U2i:1 
U3l1 
~ir:31 
~2:32 
U:33 

U31 
n3: 
.e~35 
n~7 
a~.3; 

"~3i:1 
un 

nu 

c 
C TEIS PR~~R!~ rOR RcrNNIN~ ON TAI;fI1LD D1PIND!NCl O~P 
C 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

C' 
C 
c 

5ubroutlnp 'NP~L(tr.eta.ph1.b.Pol) 

co~~on/crst/j.p.gs~a 
1 Ir!t~s/kX.~1.~Z.P%.P1.PZ 
2 1!:1P!r/ax.a1.az 
3 Irelsr/wt1.wll.Wfl 

chat"sctPt" arl.sr.2 
11~!nslon Itl (13~~).IIJIN (S.S) 
CO~PLEX Z(S.5).rViC(6),WR(2~~0) 
~1~!nSlor TOT{(6.2).S~MI(5}.DIFK(5).CAIl(6),ZZ(S,SI 

~l~!rslon Scr~Z(5}.S~~R~(5).~(5\ 
~l~!rslo~ Al(5.5).~A!(S.~) 
CO~Pl!X ~O{5.5).5~~.ZIN~2 

R!AL n.U.Il 
RIAL ( 5) 
CO"PIU 0(5,5) 
1henslor. 5(5) 
il~prslon t(5,5),VIJ(S,6).CALV(S.5) 

dl~!rslon T~rp(6).p(S).CALP(S) 

]!f.'!'A • 1.' 
GXX • 2.~(/I03 
iff • 2 .0"~3 
GZZ • 2.001&13 

conv • 2.0.3.1'lS/~5a. 
~thets • thpts • conv 
rD~l • D~l ·conv 
t. !It(rtb!ts\·cos{r~hl· 
q • slr(rthet!I·Slr(rp~l) 
1" • cos( rt~!t!) 

P.I • T.P. 
Ii! • :) • H 
I!Z • R • 'I{ 

1G7 • :71. • BIT~ • HZ 
Zll • III • B[r~ • !X 
l.:T • iTT • 3£T! • HY 
lINC1 • .5 • =A~A • HZ 
ZIN02 ~ .5 • ~l~A • (BI-(3.3.1.B)·aTJ 

TR • -56.0 • 3.1'16/1e.d 
TRC'S • COS(rRI 
TRSIN • SINfUl 
AXI • AX Arr • AT.«rRCOSI·.2)· AZ~«rRSIN)··2) 
AIZ • AT. «rRSIN )··2) • AZ • «TaCCS)··~) 
AZt • (AI-1T)·TRCOS·TRSIN 

INTER ~A!RIX a!~ILTONIA~ 

0(1.1) • D - E - Z!~Ul 
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2lZ4? 
Ul3 
-,ZU 
~a45 

"~i5 
~<'''7 
e~4~ 
Ut; 
t~5" 
U:;,l 
U:-2 
':~:3 
U!)l 
3~55 
-'Z:S 
aZ57 
t'~5= 
ie~=; 
326a 
~~~1 
l.:lS2 
e253 
U51 
~"ti~ 
uss 
O!Ia~7 
;&~():, 

2"5~ 
un 
iU71 
aan 
il1a73 
~nt 

~"75 
~2175 
~~77 
3;e7~ 

2lan 
.;~=( 

iU:'l 
;II0!I:2 
~lE3 
rea:l 
1/13: 5 
.,";5 
.,a=7 
U:: 
~Z=# 
ilZ:1~ 
U~l 
i.a~2 

~~~3 
iU?l 

4l~~5 
33;5 
U~7 

"(1,~) • -(il.0,l.0)-(0.S-A7Z +Z:Z) 
U(1.3) c (~.3.1.3)-(z:r + .5-,Z!l 
tHl,') • -Z£Nl'2 
U(1.5) • -~.S·lZT 
U(l.S) - .5 • AY! 
~(~.2) - D·i - ZlNtTl 
0(2.3) - -(0.a.l.0)-ZGI 
0(2.4) • 0.5·'ZY 
U(2,5) • - Z!~~2 
0(2,5) - -(0.a.l.i)-(0.5-AII) 
D(3.3) - -znn 
0(3.4) • - (.5 - ATY) 
0(3,5) • (21.21.1.3)-(0.5-,11) 
0(3,5) --ZINDZ 
~(4.4) • t-I + ZINUl 
U(4.5) • (a.3.1.3)-(~.5-!ZZ -ZGZ) 
D(4.S\ - (~.3,l.3).(Z~r - ~.5-AZr) 
~(!.5) • r.r + ZiNDl 
ry(S,S) - -(e.3,1.3) -ZGI 
0(5.5) - Z!NOl 
ro 11 I • 1.5 
tC 21 J - 1,5 
tF(I.;r.Jl ~~ TO 21 
"(J,n • CCNn(('CI,J!/ 

21 CCN!I'4fT! 
11 co~rl'for 

IZ - 5 
ClLI 'C'TCH(cr,5,5.~) 

CALL fIlC! (O,5.1.r'~C.Z.IZ,~R.IIR) 
r~ 5 I- 1,5 
1'0 5 J-l,6 
ZZ<I •. 7\ - CIBS(Zn,J ')--2 

5CO~'!'I~{1E 
5CON!HttI 

1)0 ,~a I z l,S 
S U" Z ( I ). '" • 
DO Ul J~l,5 

4~1 SUYZ(Il~SU"7(I'·7Z(I.JI 
I?'c' CC~'I'IN"t: 

DO U2 1-1.5 
S~OR"(I\c3~R!(SU~Z(I» 

4~2 CONTI'40l; 
DO 133 1-1,5 
DJ IjII4 J e l,5 

I~~ Z(I,J)-Z(I.J)/)NJR~(I) 
'J3 CC~TH.:uI 

10 .1 e l.5 . 
""it! ( !:i.- )( r ( 1 oJ '.1-1 ,S J 
pr1 10 
no U5 1-1.5 
r:> 125 J-l.5 

4~6 ZZ(I,J)-ClBS(Z(I.J»-·2 
'''5 C:>NrI '40F 

?(1) • P7. 
P(2) - PT 
PC~) • PZ 
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-", 

u;: 
~~':IJ 
01~~ 

U"l 
t1ci2 
d1"3 
2Ul 
"1i:~ 
31"5 
"1"7 
4:H;: 
211 "J 
31121 
~111 
21112 
;'113 
tll1 
~115 
:4115 
",,117 
U13 
dU; 
"1",2 
"1~1 
.n~2 

~123 

'U~ 
:t125 
~1~5 
.. 1,7 
012= 
n~; 

cl13cl 

t131 
"U2 
2J13~ 
;t1.3l 
~135 
3135 
"137 

~t:3: 
W!13J 
3143 
3Bl 
"h2 

.iU43 . 
.,1H 
2145 
JU5 
"147 
:nla: 

c 

1»(~) - PI 
1»(5) - PY 
P(5) - PZ 
DO 121 J-l.S 
'I'OTP(J) • ~. 
DO 2" 1-1,5 
Cl~P(I) - tZ(I.]) • P(I) 
T~~P(J) • CALP'I) • TOTP(JI 

U C~NTItH!i 

U C:>~THUI 
ro :50 J. 1,6 
'I'OTP(J) • .5 • TO'l'P(J) 

:5l C~NrI'4DE 
1t(1) • U 
I( 2) • n 
~(3) - n 
1(4) • (1. 
!((~) - If 
1(5) - U 
S~R • S~RT(1.0 + R) 
::>0 50 J-l.6 
T:>n(J,l~-". 
to 60 I • 1,3 
til • 1+3 
CAL~(I) • 1(1) • (:ABS(ZlI,J)· 
1(SORIS~RT(2.l»+Z(~,J, • 
lC(r-(J.0,1.0)·~)/(SOR·SOR!e2.0»»··2) 
T:>T~(J.l) - CALt(I) • TOT{(J.1) 

f~ CONTISUE 
53 C:>N~I'HTi 

1):> 7" .J-1.5 
'I'OTltCJ,2) • 1/) • 

~O sz 1-1,3 
~ .. Y·3 
CAL~(I) • 1(1) • eCA33(-ZeI,J)· 

1(!~(".0~1.0l·~l/(SCRT(2.~)·SORJ 
1- Z(S.J\·S~R/5~Rr(2.~)··2) 
TO~lrJ,2) - TOrg(J,2! + CALlel) 

I!i-' CON!I'Hll 
'721 ::oSn'40£, 

t·o ;2' 1-1,5 
S"M~CI) s ToneI,l) ~ TOT!(r'.2) 
nIF~(II • ror'(I.l: - 'l'OT1(I.2) 

9l CONTl'4rI . 

~o 1-1.5 
do .'-1.6 
v(l,Jl - ~.3 
!r.1 10 
er1 10 

11(1.2) - HY 
W(1.3) - lIZ 
W (2 .:5) - " !! 
'(4.5) - ·tlXf 
ii(la.S) - .,1Z 
W(5.5) - -T1 
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ea; 
2l~2J 
3151 
~1~2 
31:l3 
2115' 

C' 
Ille5 
1/1155 
31!l7 
-:15: 
iIJ15~ 
~15a 
tl01 
il162 ' 
~153 

215' 
';lti~ 
neSs 
"157 
llo: 
.US::i 
.,1721 
/171 
,un 
3173 
~17i 
iU?5 
01173 
"117 
rl!17e 
"'173 
tl:~ 
21El 
31;2 
~1=3 
elEl 
.UBS 
",1:5 
UC7 
31== en::; 
:Ul:i3 
U21 
"1~2 
31i113 

c 
':h4 
:n~~ 

.,(2.1) • "XT 
w(;5.1) - wu 
we3.2) - "1% 
.,(!-.I) • "~T 
.,(5 •• ) - wn 
w(5.5) - "1% 

DC ua 1-1.5 
~"'=I+l 
1'0 1~;' J'-'1".5 
WIJeI.J') • ~. 
to 1221 U -1.3 
"-!I·3 
1'0 1221 t- 1,3 
"'-1+3 
~IJ'(I.J'l • "U(I.J) • 

1 (CABS(CONJ~(Zet'.I»)·Z(t.J) 
1 + (CJ'4JG(7(N,I»).ze",J»))··2. lIeU,I) 

12~ CO'4!HDF 
1;~a (,ONTINt!l 

to 152 1-1,6 
152 IIJO.Il·". 

ro 143 I-l,!' 
." "-1+1 

D' 'IU J"'N.5 
14~ wIJeJ.I) - _IJeI.J) 

DO 151 1-1.6 
DO 152 J-l.5 
A!A{I.J) • -/IJ(I,J) 

162 CONTINcrI 
151 CJ'\rI'4!JE 

to 1e·3 1-1.6 
G(I) -a. 
to 151 t-l.5 
~eI) - ~(I)+/IJ(I,L) 

151 CO'4TI'4UI 
153 AHCI,n - SO"'(Il • ~(I) 

to al 1-1.5 
DC _2 J-l,6 -
AA(l.J)-!AA{I.J) 

liZ CC~TINOI 
91 CO~TUDI 

CAtL LI~VIF (AAl.5.5.WIJI~."W!I.IIRl) 
CALL , .. aLFF(_IJIN,TOTP,0.S.l,6.6,S.5.I£P~) 
POL - a. 
DO 334 J-l.5 
POL - POL .~IFt(J)·S(J) 

303 CON'I'I'IDI 

,.!'turn 
rHD 
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"MIABUS 

IUress hoe U1lP Ada ress '1'),pe Heme 

2-0"ee56D8 CHAR nl 2-0"''' "'56D!:i CHAR AN£ 
5-'U".,~r,,1114 R·4 U ~-(.4"~~~7U R·~ Afi 
2-0"'''165748 R·. 122 2-"''''' _'56F ~ R·4 lHTA 
3-i!l~"h0id4 R·4 £ 3-"''''''''id~i.iS B'" GAi1A 
2-U0:655FC R·. HZ AP-""""~r"",C@ B'" B 
2-"~""~72" R·. 82 2-0"""~7!)'" 1·4 I 
~-~Klr,,"5779 1·4 UR2 2-"0~"'575S 1·4 IZ 
4-U"""r""., R·4 U '-"U~'H~ft). R'" n 
2-016""'5770 1·4 P1 2-"""3576' I·' 1'11'1 

AP-~iIj"0~"le~ R·. P:>L 4-0e"?idZ0C R", P! 
.~ 2-":4005712 R·4 Q 2-0160r,,5714 R·. Ii 

2-0~r,,16!-6E~ C·S S~R 2-""16:C57~C B·. '1' 
2-3i11"~573e R'" rRCOS 2-0i1l~16573C B·4 rRSIN 

6-~Z""0""P R·4 !tTZ 2-~LIIl"!!573" ' R·4 ZlNUl 
~-i''''''''572C .R·4 ZH· 2-l'I"~"572' 8 ..... Z~Z 

A~aress T7pe t.a'lle AQd ress 'rIpe Hallie 

!--.,,~,,~""'''' II·. U ~-",16";~e74~ R·. J..II 
!)-,'I!1""'''t)., S f(·4 AI 2-~16k1"57'C f·f lZY 
~-id~"'~~7.,ft) R·4 ~ONV 3-"."'''0k1~'' PII', t 
c-~~II:W",50F4 R·~ GIl £-"".:I,~ foFE fl·, . GU 
2-""k?~:;)?18 RIF4 '!X 2-"""" 571 C RII'~ eI 
2-",,,,,,,57!)C 1"4 U.H 2-""~~5774 111'4 hill 
~-iC" dil!:. 75. 1""4 J ~-"k1V;;A~70a 1"4 KK 
4-"le",~",,,r,,6 B'" J.Z 2-""""575C 111'4 I 
2-.h~"'l6!)75'" III', t. AP-"II!"'IG"H'''8~ P.·4 fiiI 
4-.. i~1"~lCIn16 1t"'4 PI 4-"''''''''~i'14 11·4 PZ 
2-16""'''!)7~8 RII'4 RPI!I 2-f1''''~''5704 )1·4 IITHT . 

.AP-.)~ t~/~0~l· iI"'~ 'l'hlTA ~-':0iOtl573, )I¥4 'l'R 
b-I~~d~"'~"'~ 11-4 .U 6-"00"CII~04 . Po·4 _XZ 
~-"II'Iic:'~tlHe C .... s ZlNU2 2-f1'11!£"'5726 p •• %CiX 

ARun 
U:1ress hpe ~511e B,leS D1'!1ens1or.s 

2-"~0053:10 RII'4 U 14~ (6, 6) 
Z-U00542~ R'" AU 1U (5, 5) 
~-kltt!052A0 R·" CALK 24 (6) 
2-e~""'56C" R·~ CUP 24 (6 ) 
2-"2'~055021 P. •• :Hi lH (5, 5) 
~-~"'tl:d52Se R·4 r,I FIC 24 (5 ) 

2-0",1!)".~12a c·e IHC 48 (6 ) 
2-UIII0537!? ""4 ~ 24 (5 ) I 

2-"tl'ltl5U0 R"'4 r. 24· (0 ) 
2-2J~0e5€A!? R"~ p 24 (5 ) 

2-"''''''~~4::9 It-. ; 2! ,5 I 

2-3'" ""It 536" R·4 StiO"'" 24 (f:i ) 

Z-~""'il5ln P·4 su";,: ~'* (:; I 
c:-V,~i~~4e ii·4 Sl'~2 ~4 (ti I 

. 2-"~"'~5242J R·~ T~H 4e (6, 2) 
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